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Introduction

Overview of Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous 
system (CNS).  With a lifetime prevalence of one case per 1000 in Europe, MS is the most common 
cause of neurological disability in young adults. The disease course is in most cases characterised by 
relapses and remissions (Relapsing-remitting [RR] MS), followed by slowly progressive irreversible 
disability (Secondary progressive [SP] MS). In a subset of patients, the neurological dysfunction 
is progressive from onset (Primary progressive [PP] MS).  The exact cause of MS is unknown, but 
both environmental and genetic factors seem to play a role. 
Essentially, MS is an inflammatory disease: temporary opening of the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) 
results in an influx of leukocytes into the brain parenchyma, causing inflammatory demyelination. 
Neurological symptoms arise depending on the localisation of this focal demyelination. Part of 
these demyelinated ‘plaques’ or ‘lesions’ may show remyelination after a while, but in other cases 
irreversible axonal loss occurs. Treatment for MS focuses on the inflammatory, partly reversible, 
aspect of the disease. Little can be done to prevent loss of neuro-axonal structures, as a more 
fundamental understanding of the cause of neurodegeneration is currently lacking. 
Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), MS plaques can be visualised as hyperintense lesions 
on T2-weighted images (Figure 1). Based on this imaging sequence, however, it is not possible to 
differentiate between the different pathological features within lesions, including oedema, acute 
inflammation, demyelination, gliosis, axonal degeneration, and axonal loss. Hypointense lesions 
on T1-weighted images (Figure 1) are somewhat more specific, as they reflect either acute oedema 
or axonal loss. Gd-DTPA-enhancing lesions demonstrate disruption of the BBB (Figure 1; see also 
box 1: imaging inflammation), which is a sign of acute inflammation.
Apart from focal lesions, MRI captures other less well-defined aspects of the disease as well. Firstly, 
the neurodegenerative component of MS is expressed as brain volume loss, also known as atrophy, 

Figure 1: MS lesions visualised in the same axial brain slice, in the same patient, at the same time. Left: T2 lesions as 
visible on T2-weighted image. Middle: Some of these lesions are hypo-intense on T1-weighted imaging: T1-hypo-
intense lesions, also known as black holes. Right: Gadolinium enhancement: The hyperintense signal change on  
T1-weighted images after Gd-DTPA-administration visualises leakage through the blood-brain barrier.
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which can be measured using MRI and subsequently related to disability change (Thesis Bas 
Jasperse: MRI derived Brain Atrophy Measures in Multiple Sclerosis, 2008). Secondly, the normal-
appearing white matter (NAWM) around the focal lesions has been shown not to be normal at 
all: diffuse abnormalities not visualised on conventional MRI have been demonstrated and can 
be measured in vivo using quantitative MRI (box 2: use of quantitative MRI for measuring diffuse 
abnormalities in MS NAWM). 

The problems on which this thesis was built 

As stated before, the current pharmacotherapeutical approach in MS is directed at reducing 
inflammation. Treatment decisions are largely based on the occurrence of clinical relapses and 
active disease as shown on MRI, the latter being a more objective method: active disease is defined 
as newly developed T2 lesions within a certain time-interval and/or presence of Gd-DTPA-
enhancing lesions. Furthermore, change as visualised on MRI often develops faster than clinical 

Box 1: Imaging inflammation

The current MRI marker for visualizing acute inflammation is the intravenous contrast agent 
gadolinium-diethylene-triamine-pentaacetic-acid (Gd-DTPA), which shows areas where 
blood-brain-barrier (BBB) leakage occurs (1) (Figure 1). Breakdown of the BBB is a result of 
inflammation, but does not specifically reflect cellular infiltration. Recently, a new contrast agent 
thought to specifically reflect cellular infiltration was developed for clinical MRI: ultra-small 
superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide (USPIO). The superparamagnetic iron oxide core 
of USPIO particles decreases T1- and T2-relaxation times of water molecules, inducing signal 
increase on T1-w images and signal reduction on T2-weighted-gradient-echo (T2*-w) images 
(2). Through phagocytosis of USPIO by cells of the monocyte/macrophage system, USPIO-
enhancement may visualise cellular aspects of inflammation in MS. USPIO as a marker for 
cellular infiltration was studied previously in experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE), 
the animal model for MS. Post mortem immunohistochemical analysis of EAE brains revealed 
USPIO in infiltrated monocytes in inflammatory lesions (3,4), suggesting that the iron particles 
are indeed taken up by phagocytic cells in the peripheral bloodstream. USPIO-enhancement 
patterns differed from Gd-enhancement in time. In humans, ferumoxtran-10 demonstrated 
the presence of phagocytic cells in the CNS in MS (5,6), stroke (7,8) and intracranial tumors 
(9). USPIO enhancement patterns matched with the expected distribution of macrophages, 
but not always with Gd-enhancement. The results of these animal and human studies suggest 
that BBB leakage, as shown by Gd-enhancement, and cellular infiltration as shown by USPIO-
enhancement are two separate mechanisms that can be distinguished in vivo using MRI.
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measurement scales of disability change, or relapses occur. MRI, however, is still limited in imaging 
inflammation in MS. T2 lesions are pathologically heterogeneous and may reflect inflammation, 
demyelination, gliosis, oedema, Wallerian degeneration, or axonal loss (10). Total T2 lesion 
burden as visualised on MRI correlates only moderately with disability, a feature known as the 
clinico-radiological dissociation (11). The current MRI marker for imaging inflammation is Gd-
DTPA-enhanced imaging, but as lesion enhancement usually disappears within three to six weeks, 
frequent imaging is warranted for informative monitoring of inflammatory disease activity (10). 
Moreover, enhancing lesions are often clinically silent and show a poor correlation with current 
clinical status (12,13) and future progressive disability (14).
One key to clarifying these limitations in imaging inflammatory disease activity may lie in 
further exploration of pluriformity of inflammation using MRI. Post mortem studies have 
identified heterogeneity in immunopathological profiles of lesions between patients, with relative 
homogeneity within patients (15). It is not known so far how this pathogenetic variability may 
be expressed on MRI, but one possibility may be differences in spatial lesion distribution: small 
previous studies on spatial distribution of MS brain lesions demonstrated spatial differences in 
lesion distribution across disease types (16,17) and lesion types (18-20). These results justify further 
study of relations between spatial lesion distribution and other measures of disease expression (box 
3: Lesion Probability Mapping). Another approach to identify patterns of inflammation may be the 

Box 2: Use of quantitative MRI for measuring diffuse abnormalities

On conventional MRI images, tissues are distinguished based on differences in T1 and T2 
relaxation times, and proton density (PD). An image weighted towards any of these properties 
(e.g. T1-weighted) optimally reflects differences between tissues concerning this particular 
property (e.g. T1 relaxation time). Quantitative, non-conventional, MRI directly measures 
the physical parameters that may differ between tissue types, or between healthy and diseased 
tissue: T1- and T2 mapping to measure tissue relaxation times, and magnetization transfer 
imaging, diffusion tensor imaging, and spectroscopy to measure tissue integrity and metabolite 
concentrations. In quantitative images, every voxel reflects the value of the measured property, 
which allows for calculation of differences between timepoints, or between subjects. This 
opportunity, combined with the sensitivity of quantitative MRI for abnormalities not visualized 
on conventional images, makes quantitative imaging appropriate for investigating pathological 
changes in the normal-appearing white matter (NAWM) in MS. Previous studies have 
demonstrated that NAWM pathology occurs throughout the entire cerebral WM (22), may 
precede focal pathology as seen on conventional imaging (23), exists in progressive disease as 
well (24), and is more pronounced in secondary progressive (SP) than in relapsing-remitting 
(RR) disease (22). Moreover, NAWM damage seems to contribute more to atrophy and clinical 
disability than T2 lesion load (22,25).
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application of novel MRI contrast agents for visualising inflammatory changes (box 1: imaging 
inflammation). Finally, outside the focal lesions, in the NAWM, extensive abnormalities have been 
demonstrated (box 2: use of quantitative MRI for measuring diffuse abnormalities) using advanced 
imaging techniques. Post mortem studies demonstrated that part of these abnormalities have an 
inflammatory background characterised by diffuse microglial activation (21). This inflammatory 
aspect of NAWM damage has as yet not been demonstrated in vivo, but may play an important role 
in the pluriform face of inflammation in MS.
Building on the premise that there is potential in further specifying imaging in order to account 
for the pluriformity of inflammation in MS, this thesis aimed to explore novel MRI patterns of 
inflammation, using different imaging approaches such as statistical mapping, macrophage 
tracking, and quantitative imaging.

Aim & Outline of this thesis

This thesis aimed to explore patterns of inflammation in MS, using different and advanced MRI 
approaches.

Chapter 1, “Post-withdrawal rebound increase in T2 lesional activity in Natalizumab-treated MS 
patients” illustrates in a clinical study how T2 lesion development on conventional MRI is used as 
a surrogate marker for inflammatory disease activity. A published update containing the follow-up 
of the subjects is included.

Chapter 2, “Pluriformity of inflammation in multiple sclerosis shown by ultra-small iron oxide 
particle enhancement” explores USPIO as a cellular contrast agent for imaging aspects of focal 
CNS inflammation distinct from BBB-leakage.

Chapter 3, “Use of USPIO-enhanced MRI to demonstrate diffuse inflammation in the NAWM of 
MS patients” focuses on diffuse NAWM inflammation. This aspect of MS disease activity, which 
has so far only been shown in post-mortem studies, is demonstrated in vivo for the first time using 
USPIO in this chapter.

Chapter 4, “Clinical correlations of brain lesion distribution in Multiple Sclerosis” focuses on lesion 
location as a determinant of disability in MS, using voxelwise analyses (Box 3: Lesion probability 
mapping).

Chapter 5, “Genetic correlations of brain lesion distribution in Multiple Sclerosis – a candidate 
gene study;” uses voxelwise analyses to focus on genetic determinants of lesion location in a set of 
69 candidate genes.
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Box 3: Lesion probability mapping

Lesion location may be of importance in MS, not only because it generally determines 
symptomatology, but also since previous studies showed relations between spatial lesion 
distribution and different features of disease expression (17-20,26,27). In most of these studies, 
prior division of the brain into different locations was required. The choice of these regions 
then obviously influences the relations between lesion locations and patient features. Using 
standard space analyses, properties of brain tissue can be compared between groups without 
prior selection of specific regions: Lesion Probability Mapping (LPM). The “general linear 
model” (GLM) setup can be used for modelling (28). This method is derived from functional 
MRI (fMRI) methods, where, for every voxel, the relation between an input variable (in fMRI: 
a stimulus; in LPM: a disability measurement, or a genotype) on the voxel intensity (in fMRI: 
the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal, in LPM: lesion presence or absence, or 
probability) is determined. A statistical method identifies locations with clusters of voxels with 
significant correlations between lesion presence and input variable. Its underlying distribution 
being unknown, the non-parametric randomise method as implemented in FSL 4.0 (part of the 
FMRIB software library: FMRIB Analysis Group, University of Oxford, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.
uk) is applicable as it generates a distribution of outcomes using a large number of permutations 
(29,30). The result is a three-dimensional (3D) brain volume, in which every voxel contains 
one pseudo-t value expressing the strength of the relationship between lesion presence and 
input variable in that voxel. These pseudo-t values can be translated into p-value 3Dmaps, or in 
clusterwise 3Dmaps, showing clusters of voxels in which relations between lesion probability 
and input variable are significant.
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Post-withdrawal rebound increase in T2 lesional activity

Introduction

Natalizumab significantly reduces relapse rate, disability progression, and lesion development in 
relapsing multiple sclerosis (MS) (1,2). Dosing was suspended when cases of progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy were reported and reintroduced after a safety analysis of all patients being 
treated with natalizumab had been completed (3). Our center participated with 23 patients in 
the phase III program (13 in AFFIRM [Natalizumab Safety and Efficacy in Relapsing Remitting 
Multiple Sclerosis], 10 in SENTINEL [Safety and Efficacy of Natalizumab in Combination with 
Interferon β-1a in Patients with Relapsing Remitting Multiple Sclerosis]). All patients underwent 
safety MRI shortly after dose suspension and unenhanced MRI as part of the baseline assessments 
before reintroduction of natalizumab. The neuroradiologist who reviewed these images noticed that 
in some patients a considerable number of new lesions had developed in this 15-month interval. 
As for these patients longitudinal MRI data were available from the period before natalizumab 
treatment, we performed a formal analysis comparing the annualized number of new MRI lesions 
in the period before patients started with natalizumab vs the 15-month interval after withdrawal 
of natalizumab. 

Methods

Patients randomized to natalizumab had active treatment during the double-blind and extension 
phases of the study (30 to 37 infusions, median 36). Patients randomized to placebo only received 

natalizumab during the extension phase of the study (one to eight infusions, median two). For 
every patient, the earliest available brain MRI was chosen as first pre-treatment scan, to create 
the longest possible interval between pre-treatment MRI scans. Among these, image acquisition 
was variable as they were not performed for trial purposes. Lesions were scored on T2 sequences, 
which were always performed on the same 1.5 T magnet, for second pre-treatment and both post-
treatment scans. For 21 patients suitable scan pairs were retrieved; two patients were excluded 
because appropriate scans were unavailable. Intervals between scans are shown in the figure. 

Forty-two pairs of scans were scored in random order for new and enlarging T2 lesions following 
previously published guidelines (4) by a neuroradiologist aware of the background of performing 

these analyses, but unaware of study design. Annualized lesion numbers of both intervals were 
compared using the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test. Pre vs post comparisons for 
subgroups (AFFIRM vs SENTINEL, placebo/natalizumab vs natalizumab/natalizumab, sex, age, 
disease duration, amount of lesions on MRI) were performed on descriptive data, formal statistics 
being precluded by the small numbers of patients. Documented clinical relapses were retrieved for 
the same intervals. 
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Results

The group consisted of 21 patients (9 women, 12 men; mean age 39.8, mean disease duration of 5.8 
years). The median annualized number of active T2 lesions was increased in the post-withdrawal 

interval compared with the pre-treatment interval (10.32 [inter-quartile range (IQR) 2.71 to 16.42] 
vs 3.43 [IQR 0.99 to 6.96], p = 0.014). Descriptive comparisons suggested no effect of age, sex, 
disease duration, MRI lesion load, or being enrolled in AFFIRM vs SENTINEL. The increase in 
disease activity was much more pronounced in placebo/natalizumab (from 2.24 pre treatment to 
10.37 post withdrawal) patients vs natalizumab/natalizumab (from 3.47 pre treatment to 4.81 post 
withdrawal) patients. For the total group of patients, the median annual relapse rate was 1.15 in the 
pre-treatment MRI interval and 0.73 in the post-withdrawal interval. 

Discussion

Our data suggest a significant (“rebound”) increase in the development of new and enlarging T2 
lesions in patients with MS who discontinued natalizumab treatment, which appears to be driven 
by the patients with only short exposure to natalizumab. Our data may seem to be at variance 

Figure: Study design and results . Pre- and posttreatment MRI intervals for subgroups with short and long treatment 
duration are shown, related to MRI time points and source of the MRI scans. Treatment periods of both subgroups 
are also shown. Below, median annualized numbers of new and enlarging T2 lesions pre and post treatment are 
shown for the total group and both subgroups. The data from the update are included in the figure. plac/nat = pla-
cebo/natalizumab short treatment duration; nat/nat = long treatment duration; IQR = interquartile range. 
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with other results of MRI analyses following cessation of natalizumab dosing (5). In that study, 
where most patients received around six infusions, there was no evidence of rebound but the 
6-month follow-up period may have been too short to study this phenomenon as biologic effects 
of natalizumab may be observed up to 6 months after withdrawal (6). Furthermore, that study 
focused on a transient phenomenon of MRI disease activity (gadolinium enhancement), whereas 
we study the cumulative burden of disease (T2 lesions). Finally, we had the advantage to compare 
post-suspension MRI scans to data obtained several years before patient entry into the AFFIRM 
and SENTINEL studies. 

It is intriguing that our observation is mainly driven by the patients who had only been exposed 
to a small number of natalizumab infusions. Although we have no clear explanation for this, the 

finding of partial immunosuppression giving rise to extra disease activity was previously observed 
in rats with experimental allergic encephalomyelitis being treated with low-dose cyclosporine A 
(7).
As our systematic study was triggered by an observation in the very same group of patients, it would 
be worthwhile to repeat it in independent groups of patients to further explore the magnitude and 
clinical relevance of the post-dosing rebound in T2 lesional activity in relation to natalizumab 
administration. 

Update

The authors (8) reintroduced natalizumab to the originally reported patients. Of the original 21 
patients, 14 restarted natalizumab when it was again made available (3). Reasons for the 7 patients 
who did not restart were as follows: patient fear of progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (4 
cases); positive antibodies (2 cases); and allergic reaction (1 case). Using the brain MRI performed 
immediately before reintroduction, and a recent MRI (mean [SD] 1.77 [0.05] years after start of 
redosing), development of new T2 lesions during retreatment was compared to disease activity 
in the previous withdrawal period. In these 14 patients, the median annualized number of new 
T2 lesions developed under treatment was 0.00 (interquartile range [IQR] 0.00–0.54), compared 
to 10.37 (IQR 2.89–16.22) in the withdrawal period (p = 0.001; Wilcoxon signed rank test). In 
the original cohort of 21 patients, the median annualized number of new T2 lesions developed 
in the withdrawal period was 10.32 (IQR 2.71–16.42). None of the patients showed gadolinium-
enhancing lesions on the recent scans, no relapses were reported, and disability remained stable. 
Based on our observations in this small cohort, we suggest that rebound multiple sclerosis disease 
activity after natalizumab withdrawal fully reverses after natalizumab is reintroduced.
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Abstract

Gadolinium-DTPA (Gd-DTPA) is routinely used as a marker for inflammation in MRI to visualize 
breakdown of the blood–brain barrier (BBB) in multiple sclerosis. Recent data suggest that 

ultra-small superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide (USPIO) can be used to visualize cellular 
infiltration, another aspect of inflammation. This project aimed to compare the novel USPIO 

particle SHU555C to the longitudinal pattern of Gd-DTPA enhancement in multiple sclerosis. 
Nineteen relapsing-remitting patients were screened monthly using Gd-enhanced MRI. In case 
of new enhancing lesions, USPIO were injected and 24 h later, MRI was performed and blood was 
collected to confirm USPIO loading of circulating monocytes. Lesion development was monitored 
by 3 monthly Gd-DTPA-enhanced scans and a final scan 7–11 months after injection. USPIO-
enhancement was observed as hyperintensity on T1-weighted images, whereas no signal changes 
were observed on T2-weighted-gradient-echo images. In 14 patients with disease activity, 188 
USPIO-positive lesions were seen, 144 of which were Gd-negative. By contrast, there were a total of 
59 Gd-positive lesions, 15 of which were USPIO negative. Three patterns of USPIO-enhancement 
were seen: (i) focal enhancement; (ii) ring-like enhancement and (iii) return to isointensity of a 
previously hypointense lesion. The latter pattern was most frequently observed for lesions that 
turned out to be transiently hypointense on follow-up scans, and ring-enhancing lesions were less 
likely to evolve into black holes at follow-up than lesions without ring-like USPIO-enhancement; 
we speculate this to be associated with repair. In 4% of the USPIO-positive/Gd negative lesions, 

USPIO-enhancement preceded Gd-enhancement by 1 month. USPIO-enhancement remained 
visible for up to 3 months in 1.5% of all USPIO-positive lesions. In 29% of the lesions enhancing 
with both contrast agents, USPIO-enhancement persisted whereas Gd-enhancement had already 
resolved. In conclusion, the new nano-particle SHU555C provides complementary information to 
Gd-enhanced MRI, probably related to monocyte infiltration. The use of USPIO-enhanced MRI is 
likely to lead to more insight in the pluriformity of inflammation in multiple sclerosis. 
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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis is a multifocal disease of the CNS, characterized by inflammation, demyelination 
and axonal loss. Although MRI is highly sensitive in detecting multiple sclerosis lesions, it lacks 
histopathological specificity. The current MRI marker for inflammation is gadolinium-diethylene-
triamine-penta-acetic-acid (Gd-DTPA), which visualizes blood–brain barrier (BBB) leakage (1), 
occurring as a result of inflammation, but not inflammation in itself. 

New contrast agents based on ultra-small superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide (USPIO) 
have recently been developed for clinical MRI. Their superparamagnetic iron oxide core decreases 
T1- and T2-relaxation times of water molecules, inducing signal increase on T1-weighted images 
(T1-w) and signal reduction on T2-weighted-gradient-echo (T2*-w) images (2). Phagocytosis of 
USPIO by cells of the monocyte/macrophage system visualizes cellular infiltration in diseases 
with high macrophage activity (2). Thus, USPIO-enhancement, reflecting cellular infiltration, may 
complement Gd-DTPA enhancement in visualizing cellular aspects of inflammation in multiple 

sclerosis. 

Most animal and human studies exploring USPIO in inflammatory CNS diseases have used 
ferumoxtran-10, (3-6), although other compounds were previously studied (7). In experimental 
allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE), USPIO enhancement was hypointense on T2*-w images. 
Immunohistochemical analysis revealed USPIO in infiltrated monocytes in inflammatory lesions 
(5,8) USPIO-enhancement patterns differed from Gd-enhancement in time, demonstrating 
that BBB leakage, as shown by Gd-enhancement, and cellular infiltration as shown by USPIO-
enhancement are two separate mechanisms that can be distinguished in vivo (5,6,9-11). The clinical 
relevance of this distinction is emphasized by data showing that USPIO-enhancement correlated 
with disability, axonal loss and response to therapy (3,5,6). 

In humans, ferumoxtran-10 demonstrated the presence of phagocytic cells in the CNS in 
multiple sclerosis (10,12), stroke (13,14) and intracranial tumours (15). USPIO-enhancement 
was hyperintense on T1-w images, matching with the expected distribution of macrophages, but 
not always with Gd-enhancement. This may suggest that USPIO are more specific for cellular 
infiltration. Immunohistochemical staining of USPIO-enhancing tumours demonstrated USPIO 
particles in macrophages and astrocytes (15). 

The present study aimed at visualizing cellular infiltration in multiple sclerosis lesions, using a 
novel USPIO particle, SHU555C, which is smaller than ferumoxtran-10 (25 versus 30 nm), has 
a shorter half-life (6–8 versus 24–30 h), and is negatively charged which has shown to enhance 
uptake by activated monocytes in vitro (16). USPIO-enhancement of multiple sclerosis lesions 
was compared to Gd-enhancement both in space and in time, and labelling of monocytes was 
confirmed in blood samples. 
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Methods

Design
In this clinical phase II study, 19 relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis patients with active 
disease were included. The protocol was approved by the local ethics review board; all subjects 

gave informed consent. Subjects underwent monthly Gd-enhanced brain MRI screening for Gd-
enhancing multiple sclerosis lesions. If present, USPIO were injected within 24–48 h, followed by 
another MRI 24 h after USPIO injection. Blood was then withdrawn to evaluate liver and kidney 
functions, and monocyte activity and labelling. Follow-up consisted of 3 monthly scans and one 

long-term follow-up scan 7–11 months after injection. Treatment status, relapses and adverse 
events were registered and disability was measured using the Expanded Disability Status Scale 
(EDSS) (17). 

Image acquisition
For every scan, the same protocol was used on a 1.5T MR scanner (Siemens Vision; Erlangen, 
Germany): axial T1-w spin-echo before and after Gd-DTPA-administration (Magnevist®, Schering, 

Berlin, Germany, 0.2 ml/kg BW) (TR/TE 830/15; two acquisitions), dual-echo T2-w spin-echo 
(TR/TE/TE 3837/16/98; one acquisition), and T2 gradient-echo (T2*-w)(TR/TE 615/27; one 
acquisition). In-plane resolution was 1 x 1 mm2, slice thickness 4 mm. For the scan 24 h after 
USPIO-administration [SHU555C, Schering, Berlin (Germany), diameter: 25 nm, T1/2

 6–8 h, 40 
µmol Fe/kgBW at 5 ml/s] no Gd was administered. 

Image analysis
USPIO-enhancement was marked in consensus on post-USPIO T1-w images, using pre-USPIO 
T2- and PD-images for lesion identification, and pre-Gd T1-w images for comparison, blinded to 
post-Gd images. Then, Gd-enhancement was marked. T1-hypointensity of lesions was determined 
as described (18) on historic, baseline and long-term-follow-up scans blinded to post-USPIO 
images. According to longitudinal appearance, black holes were classified as follows: ‘chronic black 
holes’ were hypointense on historical MRI and remained so throughout the study period. ‘Acute 
and persistent black holes’ were hypointense at USPIO-injection and follow-up. ‘Transiently, T1-
hypointense lesions’ were hypointense around USPIO-injection, but neither on historical nor 
on long-term follow-up MRI. ‘USPIO-enhanced isointensity of a T1-hypointense lesion’ was 
defined by two criteria: firstly, post-USPIO signal intensity was in the range of signal intensity 
of the surrounding white matter, secondly, signal intensity of the lesion had changed at least 2 
SD more than signal intensity of the surrounding white matter, compared to pre-USPIO images. 
To determine associations between ring-like USPIO-enhancement and longitudinal T1 patterns 
of lesions, a control group of USPIO-negative (USPIO–) T2 lesions was created blinded for 
hypointensity status, after which their T1 pattern was analysed. 
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Cell assays
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were collected 24 h after USPIO injection as 
described (19). Production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by isolated monocytes was measured 
as a marker for cell activation using dihydrorhodamine (20). Cell viability was routinely checked 
by 7-aminoactinomycin D (7AAD, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) exclusion and the 
percentage of monocytes was determined by the number of CD14 (BD Pharmingen) positive cells 

using a FACScan flow cytometer (Calibur, Becton Dickinson, Mountain view, CA, USA). Cell spots 
were prepared from PBMC to detect the presence of intracellular USPIO by Prussian blue (PB) 
staining (19). 

Statistical analysis 
Pearson’s Chi-Square test was used to determine associations between USPIO-enhancement 
patterns and T1-hypointensity patterns, with a risk estimate for ring-like USPIO-enhancement. 

Results 

Patients
Five patients displayed no Gd-DTPA enhancing lesions within 5 months after inclusion, and 
therefore did not receive USPIO injection. Of the 14 patients receiving SHU555C [five males, nine 
females, median EDSS at inclusion: 3.0 (range 1.5–5.0)], the mean disease duration at the time 
of USPIO injection was 4.2 years (range 0.3–16) and the mean time from most recent relapse to 
USPIO injection was 16 months (range 0–84). Nine were on immunomodulatory treatment. No 
patients developed any adverse events. 

Three patterns of USPIO-enhancement
USPIO-enhancement was hyperintense on T1-w images. On T2-w and T2*-w sequences, no signal 

changes were observed in any of the lesions, but blood vessels appeared slightly hypointense. In 
the 14 patients given USPIO, there were 59 Gd+ lesions and 188 USPIO+ lesions (Table 1). Forty-
four out of 59 Gd+ lesions were USPIO+; conversely, 144/188 of the USPIO+ lesions were Gd–. 
USPIO-enhancement occurred in three different patterns (Figs 1 and 2): focal enhancement, ring-
like enhancement (mostly around pre-existing T2-hyperintense lesions) and return to isointensity 
of lesions that were hypointense on pre-contrast T1-w images. Each type of USPIO+ lesions could 

be either Gd+ or Gd–, but Gd enhancement was less common (6/70; 9%) in ring-like lesions than 
in lesions that were focal or returned to isointensity (24/79; 30% and 14/39; 36%, respectively). Use 
of immunomodulatory treatment did not appear to relate to the different patterns of enhancement 
(data not shown). 
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‘Return to isointensity’ was mostly detected in transiently T1-hypointense lesions
In total, 200 T1-hypointense lesions were observed around the time of the USPIO injection, which on 
follow-up could be classified as either chronic, or acute and persistent or transient (Table 2). Only eight 
(6%) of the 127 chronic black holes and four (13%) of the 32 acute and persistent black holes showed 
a return to isointensity pattern. In contrast, 27 (66%) of the 41 transiently T1-hypointense lesions, 

Figure 1: Cross-sectional patterns of lesion enhancement. (A) Pre-Gd T2SE images showing multiple periventricular 
multiple sclerosis lesions. (B) Pre-Gd T1-w images showing hypointensity of some of the multiple sclerosis lesions. 
(C) Post-Gd T1-w images show that several multiple sclerosis lesions enhance with Gd in focal and ring-like patterns. 
(D) Post-USPIO T1-w images show different patterns of USPIO-enhancement: arrowhead upper row: focal USPIO-
enhancement; arrows upper row: ring-like USPIO-enhancement; arrow bottom row: change to isointensity of a pre-
viously hypointense lesion as seen on pre-contrast T1-w images (see B); arrowhead bottom row: a hypointense lesion 
that remains hypointense on post-USPIO images.

Figure 2: Cross-sectional patterns of lesion enhancement. (A) Pre-Gd T2SE images showing multiple sclerosis lesi-
ons. (B) Pre-Gd T1-w images showing hypointensity of some of the multiple sclerosis lesions. (C) Some lesions are 
Gd-DTPA-positive. (D) Post-USPIO images show a Gd-DTPA-positive, USPIO ring-enhancing lesion (arrow) and a 
Gd-DTPA-negative, focally USPIO-positive lesion (arrowhead).
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appeared isointense on post-USPIO images. There was a significant association between T1-patterns 
and USPIO-enhancement patterns of these lesions (P < 0.001; Table 2). Hypointense lesions showing 
enhancement with both contrast agents were mainly transiently hypointense (12/14), whereas non-
enhancing black holes were mostly chronic or acute and persistent (138/151; P < 0.001; Table 3). 

Ring-like USPIO-enhancement
Of all lesions showing ring-like USPIO-enhancement (n = 70), 31% were hypointense around the 
time of USPIO imaging, similar to 33% of the control-group (n = 76) of USPIO-negative T1 lesions 
(see Methods section). However, at long-term follow-up, 13% of the ring-enhancing lesions had 
evolved into chronic black holes, compared to 28% of the control lesions (OR 0.38, CI 0.16–0.90, 
P = 0.025). 

Table 1: Cross-sectional USPIO and Gd-enhancement of MS lesions: numbers of lesions in different enhancement 
patterns

  Gd-enhancement  total

  yes no

USPIO-enhancement Yes 44 144 188

 focal 24  55  79
 Ring-like  6  64  70
 Return to isointensity 14  25  39

 No 15 NA  15
 total 59 144 203

Table 2: Longitudinal T1 patterns (rows) of the 200 identified hypointense lesions around USPIO injection, related 
to patterns of USPIO-enhancement (columns) of these lesions

T1 pattern Pattern of USPIO-enhancement

 Return to isointensity Focal Ring-like No USPIO-enhancement Total

Chronic  8 0  8 111 127
Acute and  4 0  1  27  32
persistent
Transient 27 0  1  13  41
Total 39 0 10 151 200

Table 3: Longitudinal T1 patterns (rows) of the 200 identified hypointense lesions around USPIO injection, related 
to crosssectional USPIO-and Gd-DTPA enhancement status (columns) of these lesions

T1 pattern USPIO / Gd-DTPA enhancement status

 USPIO+/Gd- USPIO+Gd+ USPIO-/Gd+ USPIO-/Gd- Total

Chronic 15 1 0 111 127
Acute and persistent 4 1 0 27 32
Transient 16 12 0 13 41
Total 35 14 0 151 200
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Long-term USPIO-enhancement
After 1 month, 85% of the originally USPIO+/Gd– lesions showed no enhancement with either 
contrast agent; 11% of the lesions were still USPIO+/Gd–, and 4% had become Gd+ (see Fig. 3). 
Of the 15 USPIO–/Gd+ lesions, three (20%) were still Gd+ after 1 month, the remaining 12 (80%) 
showing no enhancement. For the 44 USPIO+/Gd+ lesions, 45% showed no enhancement with 
either contrast agent after 1 month, but 12% still enhanced with both agents. Twenty-nine percent 
enhanced with USPIO only, and 14% showed only Gd-enhancement. After 2 months, 92% of the 
188 originally USPIO+ and/or Gd+ lesions did not enhance anymore, and after 3 months, only 
1.5% of these lesions still appeared USPIO+. In these cases, USPIO-enhancement had completely 
resolved at long-term follow-up.  

USPIO are taken up by monocytes in the bloodstream
Intracellular clusters of USPIO were detected after incubation in vitro as shown by PB staining. 
Qualitative analysis of the PB staining on patient PBMC obtained 24 h after USPIO-injection 

revealed several iron-positive cells, providing evidence of cellular incorporation of USPIO in 
monocytes in the circulation (Fig. 4). The monocyte fraction in patient PBMC 24 h after USPIO 

injection showed no elevated levels of ROS, indicating that USPIO uptake does not activate 
monocytes. 

Figure 3: An USPIO+/Gd– lesion becoming Gd+ at 1 month follow-up. (A) Post-Gd image at time point around 
USPIO injection showing no lesion enhancement (a lesion was present on the T2SE image at that time point). (B) 
Post-USPIO image showing focal USPIO-enhancement. (C) Post-Gd image 1 month after USPIO injection sho-
wing Gd- enhancement. (data not shown: on the pre-Gd T1-w image at that time point, no focal enhancement 
was visible, meaning that this focal hyperintense enhancement is Gd-enhancement, instead of remaining USPIO-
enhancement).
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Discussion

This is the first study describing SHU555C lesion enhancement in multiple sclerosis patients. 
USPIO-enhancement occurred more than Gd-DTPA enhancement, remained visible for a longer 
period than Gd-DTPA enhancement and, in some cases, preceded Gd-DTPA enhancement. 
Lesions enhancing with both contrast agents at baseline were more prone to continue enhancing 
at follow-up, compared to lesions enhancing with only one of the contrast agents. USPIO-
enhancement occurred in three patterns: focally, ring-like and returning to isointensity after having 
been T1-hypointense. Taken together, this indicates that USPIO-enhancement provides relevant 
information over Gd-DTPA enhancement, and illustrates the pluriformity of inflammation in 
multiple sclerosis. 

We have good reasons to assume that USPIO-enhancement reflects entrance of monocytes into the 
CNS. Blood samples revealed incorporation of USPIO into PBMC in the bloodstream. The ability 
of USPIO to visualize macrophage infiltration on MRI has been shown previously (2,3,10,15,21,22). 
The major challenge in validating USPIO as a marker for cellular infiltration in multiple sclerosis 
lesions lies in ruling out that USPIO may reach the brain parenchyma in ways not specifically related 

Figure 4: Microscopy image: iron (arrow) 
positive cells were detected in patient 
PBMC 24 h after USPIO injection
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to macrophage infiltration. Leakage of non-macrophage-incorporated USPIO over a damaged BBB 
might play a role. However, as in the current study 77% of USPIO+ lesions were found in areas with 

an intact BBB (as marked by absence of Gd-enhancement), and 25% of the lesions showing BBB 
leakage were USPIO–, our data suggest that USPIO-enhancement is subject to a different, probably 
cell-specific mechanism. On the other hand, Gd-enhancement may not be fully sensitive to BBB 
damage. For example, it is known that sensitivity depends on dosage (23), and subtle BBB changes 
that do not enhance with Gd may occur in normal-appearing white matter (24). 

Spatial and temporal discrepancies between BBB leakage as demonstrated by Gd-enhancement, 
and cellular infiltration as demonstrated by USPIO-enhancement have been reported previously 
using ferumoxtran-10 (Sinerem®) (10,12). These discrepancies were smaller than in the current 
study, where SHU555C was used. SHU555C differs from Sinerem in size, plasma half-life and 
ionic charge. In vitro, the smaller, negatively charged SHU555C particle was incorporated more 
efficiently by monocytes than Sinerem (16), but its shorter half-life time may counteract this 
advantage in vivo. The differences between our results and previous results using ferumoxtran-10 

may also be explained by patient characteristics. Comparative in vivo studies are needed to further 
explore the differences between SHU555C and ferumoxtran-10. 

It is tempting to speculate about the three patterns of USPIO-enhancement found in this study. 
When lesions were USPIO+/Gd+, enhancement usually occurred in a similar focal pattern; this 
may implicate the co-occurrence of active and passive BBB leakage. Return to isointensity of a 
previously hypointense lesion was not noticed before as a type of contrast enhancement. This 
‘change to isointensity’ of black holes on post-USPIO images may selectively indicate the presence 
of USPIO in macrophages within these lesions. Interestingly, this pattern of enhancement was seen 
especially in temporarily hypointense T1 lesions compared to chronic, persistent black holes. While 
the latter are associated with matrix destruction and axonal loss, the temporarily T1-hypointense 

lesions may reflect remyelination (25-27). If so, USPIO-enhancement may be associated with a 
beneficial aspect of inflammation, possibly associated with repair mechanisms (28). Of course this 
hypothesis should be validated in future studies, but it may also explain our finding that lesions 
showing ring-like USPIO-enhancement were less prone to evolving into chronic black holes 
compared to USPIO-negative lesions. 

Considering all USPIO+ lesions longitudinally, we found that in 85% of these lesions, USPIO-
enhancement had resolved after 1 month (USPIO were injected only once), but some lesions 
(1.5%) remained USPIO+ for up to 3 months. USPIO-enhancement remained visible after Gd-
enhancement had resolved, and USPIO+/Gd+ lesions were more prone to keep enhancing 
at follow-up than lesions that enhanced with only one contrast agent. In a fraction (4%) of the 
USPIO+/Gd– lesions, USPIO-enhancement preceded Gd-enhancement by 1 month. Assuming 
that USPIO-enhancement reflects macrophages in inflammatory lesions, these results suggest that 

cellular inflammation can both precede and persist longer than BBB leakage. The inverse question 
however, how often BBB breakdown precedes cellular infiltration, cannot be answered in this 
study. Due to study design, patients were screened for Gd-DTPA enhancement of lesions, followed 
by USPIO injection if Gd-DTPA enhancement was observed. Therefore, by definition, Gd+ lesions 
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were never present 1 month prior to USPIO injection. Future studies are warranted to address the 
exact temporal relationship between BBB breakdown and cellular infiltration. 

The lack of signal decrease on post-USPIO T2*-w images was interesting, as this is the most 

commonly described form of USPIO-enhancement. In previous studies, both T2*-hypointense 
and T1-hyperintense enhancement were seen (10,12,15). T2* signal decrease is a susceptibility 
effect caused by clustering of USPIO particles (4,5). The lack of T2* effects may be explained by 
concentration and cellular incorporation dependent effects that have been described previously 
using other USPIO particles (2,29). In the current study, due to dosage restrictions, USPIO 
concentrations were low as compared to animal experiments, possibly explaining the presence of 
T1 effects without T2* signal changes. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that USPIO-enhanced brain MRI in multiple sclerosis shows 
patterns distinct from Gd-enhancement. These patterns provide complementary insight into the 
underlying pathology and are therefore clinically relevant as potential MRI markers for disease 
severity and possibly treatment efficacy. Further investigation should elucidate how sensitivity and 
specificity of MRI in multiple sclerosis can be improved using USPIO. 
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Abstract 

Purpose: To explore USPIO as a marker for diffuse inflammation in MS NAWM, using quantitative 
MR imaging. Disease activity in the normal-appearing white matter (NAWM) of MS patients 
partly explains why MRI lesion burden correlates only moderately with disability. Ultra-small 
superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide (USPIO) have been shown to visualise the cellular 
component of inflammation in focal MS lesions. In this study, we aimed to explore USPIO as a 
marker for the more diffuse inflammation in MS NAWM, using quantitative MR imaging.
Materials and Methods: In this prospective MRI study, sixteen MS patients (eight relapsing-
remitting [RR] and eight primary-progressive [PP] MS cases) and five healthy control subjects 
were included. Using a flip-angle array, B1-corrected T1-maps were generated before and 24 
hours after USPIO (SHU555C) injection. White matter T1 histogram and region of interest (ROI) 
characteristics were compared between both time points using Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Results: Both NAWM ROI and histogram analyses showed T1 shortening after USPIO injection in 
MS patients (p<0.01), but not in healthy controls (p=0.68). 
Conclusion: This exploratory study suggests that USPIO-enhanced MRI may be a new potential 
marker for subtle inflammatory activity in MS NAWM. Further studies should focus on relating 
diffuse inflammation to clinical disease activity and treatment efficacy.
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Introduction 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a multifocal, inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous 
system. It is usually characterised by relapses and remissions followed by slowly progressive 
irreversible disability. Conventional MRI typically demonstrates multifocal white matter (WM) 
lesions, that show only moderate correlations with clinical disability.(1) This poor clinicoradiological 
association may be explained by disease activity in the so-called normal-appearing white matter 
(NAWM), (2) which has been known to be abnormal in terms of histopathology. (3) More recently, 
more advanced MRI and histopathology studies have demonstrated that NAWM pathology occurs 
throughout the entire cerebral WM, (4,5) may precede focal pathology as seen on conventional 
imaging, (6) exists in progressive disease as well, (7) and is more pronounced in secondary 
progressive (SP) than in relapsing-remitting (RR) disease. (4,5) Moreover, NAWM damage 
seems to contribute more to atrophy and clinical disability than T2 lesion load. (5,8) Diffuse and 
widespread microglial activation, demyelination, and axonal loss have been proposed to explain the 
pathophysiological mechanisms behind NAWM disease activity. (2,4,6,9-17) Whereas the latter two 
may be in part secondary to focal inflammation, (16,18,19) diffuse microglial activation seems to 
occur independently of macroscopic inflammation, and may be associated with demyelination and 
axonal loss in the progressive phase of the disease. (4,14,17) This inflammatory aspect of NAWM 
damage was also shown in gene expression studies, (20) showing upregulation of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines produced by activated microglia and infiltrating monocytes. Unfortunately, in vivo MRI 
has so far lacked specificity to demonstrate the cellular aspect of inflammation within the NAWM 
in MS.
Recently, ultra-small superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide (USPIO) have been introduced 
as a new MRI marker for macrophage activity in focal MS lesions. (21,22) The present study 
took these results one step further and aimed to explore USPIO as a marker for the more subtle 
inflammatory disease activity in MS NAWM, using quantitative MR imaging. Furthermore, we 
investigated whether any differences exist between MS disease subtypes regarding diffuse NAWM 
inflammation. As a previous human USPIO study using SHU555C (22) only showed changes on 
T1-weighted images, in the absence of T2 or T2* signal changes, we focused on T1 changes in the 
current study.

Methods

Patient recruitment
Sixteen MS patients (8 RRMS; 8 PPMS) were included from our outpatient clinic, as well as five 
healthy control (HC) subjects. The study protocol was approved by the institutional ethics review 
board, and all subjects gave informed consent prior to investigation. Inclusion criteria were: age 
18 years or older, adequate hepatic and kidney functions. Subjects were excluded if they had a 
predisposition to allergic disease. Healthy control subjects had no history of neurological disease. 
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Study Design
Upon inclusion, a pre-USPIO MRI scan (protocol described below) was performed followed by 
USPIO administration (SHU555C, Bayer Schering Pharma, Berlin (Germany), diameter: 25 nm, 
T1/2 6-8h, single intravenous bolus injection of 40 micromol Fe/kg body-weight at 5 ml/s) within 
24-48 hours. Twenty-four hours after injection, a post-USPIO MRI was performed. Hepatic and 
kidney functions were monitored before and after USPIO injection. Treatment status, relapses and 
adverse events were registered, and disability of MS patients was measured using the Expanded 
Disability Status Scale (EDSS).(23)

MR Image acquisition
All imaging was performed on a 1.5T MR scanner (Siemens Vision; Erlangen, Germany), using 
a standard circularly polarized transmit-receive head-coil. For conventional imaging, axial T1-w 
spin-echo (repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE)/number of acquisitions (NEX): 830ms/15ms/2), 
dual-echo T2-w spin-echo (TR/TE1/TE2/NEX 3837/16/98/1), and T2 gradient-echo (T2*-w) 
(TR/TE/NEX 615/27/1) were performed with voxel dimensions of 1x1x4 mm. For repositioning, 
internal anatomical landmarks were used. At the pre-USPIO scan, after acquisition of the 
quantitative imaging sequences, the axial T1-weighted spin-echo sequence was repeated after Gd-
DTPA injection (gadopentate dimeglumine, Magnevist®, Schering, Berlin, Germany, 0.2 ml/kg). 
For T1 mapping, a three-dimensional fast low-angle shot flip-angle (FA) array was applied, using a 
selective excitation pulse on an axial slab, with correction for B1 imperfections, using nonselective 
excitation pulse on a sagittal imaging slab. (24) For T1-mapping, six flip-angles varying between 
2º and 25º were used (‘small FA array’), as well as five flip-angles between 140º and 220º for B1-
correction (‘large FA array’). Voxel size was 1x1x4.4 mm3 for T1 mapping (to account for the 10% 
gap between the 4.0 mm thick anatomical slices), and 4x4x4 mm3 for B1 correction.

Calculation of T1 maps
The small FA array images were coregistered using trilinear interpolation, on the basis of the FA 
20º reference images (FMRIB’s Linear Image Registration Tool; FMRIB Analysis Group, University 
of Oxford, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). (25,26) Using a nonlinear least-squares fitting and hill-
climbing algorithm, T1 was determined for every pixel. Values were corrected pixelwise for local 
B1 field-strength inhomogeneities using the B1-maps that were created through a linear pixelwise 
fit of the large FA array images as described previously. (24)

Lesion enhancement analysis  
Every T2 lesion was marked and outlined manually by a certified rater on the short-echo images 
of dual-echo T2 spin-echo images. USPIO and Gd-DTPA enhancement were marked, leading 
to binary lesion masks for every patient, containing information on enhancement status of the 
lesions. These lesion masks were then registered to the T1-maps of both time points. 
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Histogram analysis of NAWM USPIO enhancement
The pre-and post-USPIO FA 20º images were used as reference images. Skull and other non-brain 
tissue was automatically removed (BET, FMRIB Analysis Group, University of Oxford, http://www.
fmrib.ox.ac.uk), followed by manual removal of infratentorial brain tissue and deep grey matter 
(GM) because of segmentation problems in these areas. The corrected images were segmented into 
white matter (WM), CSF, and GM (FAST, FMRIB Analysis Group, University of Oxford ), and the 
binary WM masks were eroded by two pixel layers in the axial plane (FSL 4.0). 
In order to remove the lesions from the WM masks, the binary lesion masks of the post-USPIO 
images were warped to the reference images of both time points by registering the T2 weighted 
images to the FA 20º images and applying that transformation to the lesion masks. These lesion 
masks were then subtracted from the eroded WM masks, resulting in pure NAWM masks of 
both time points. These masks were combined with the T1-maps of both time points to generate 
NAWM-specific T1 histograms with 1-millisecond (ms) bins that were smoothed using a 39-point 
running average, and normalized by dividing the number of pixels in each bin by the total pixel 
count. For statistical analysis, the smoothed and averaged histograms were characterized by 3 
parameters: peak position, peak height and peak width (full-width at half maximum).

ROI analysis of NAWM USPIO enhancement
Regions of interest (ROIs) were placed manually in the left and right centrum semiovale of the brain 
on the FA 20˚ images of every subject on both pre- and post USPIO injection scans. Reviewing the 
short-echo T2 images side-by-side, care was taken not to include focal WM lesions and diffusely 
abnormal white matter (27) in the ROIs. These ROIs were overlaid on the pre- and post-USPIO 
T1-maps to obtain mean ROI T1-values.

Statistical analysis
Because of small sample sizes, nonparametric statistics were used. To investigate whether post-
USPIO T1 peak position and mean ROI T1 were significantly different from pre-USPIO T1 values, 
Wilcoxon signed rank test was used. Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare changes in T1 
histogram peak position and mean ROI T1 between disease subgroups, and between treated and 
untreated patients. A two-sided p-value below 0.05 was considered significant. A linear mixed 
model with fixed effects was used to determine if age and gender affected T1 changes. 

Results

Patient characteristics and focal lesion enhancement
One patient (PPMS) was excluded from all analyses due to insufficient image quality caused by 
movement artefacts. Of the remaining fifteen patients (8 RRMS; 7 PPMS), five of whom were 
on disease modifying treatment (DMT), patient characteristics are shown in Table 1. USPIO-
enhancement of focal lesions was hyperintense on T1-weighted images; no signal changes were 
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observed on T2*-weighted images, which is in agreement with previous findings (22). In five 
patients, a total of 11 USPIO-enhancing lesions were seen, two of which were also Gd-DTPA-
positive. One patient displayed a Gd-DTPA-positive, USPIO-negative lesion. The small USPIO-
positive lesion volume (total: 2.0 ml in 5 patients) hampered a reliable comparison between T1 
changes of focal lesions and NAWM.

Histogram analysis of NAWM USPIO enhancement
The NAWM masks (see Figure 1) had a mean (SD) volume of 152.4 (23.3) ml in MS cases, and 
190.6 (12.5) ml in healthy controls. In MS patients, post-USPIO NAWM T1 histogram peak 
positions were significantly decreased compared to pre-USPIO peak positions (p=0.007; Wilcoxon 

Table 1: Patient Characteristics

 MS HC

No of subjects 15 5
No of females (%) 7 (47%) 1 (20%)
Age (years; mean, SD)  47.2 (11.2) 32.7 (13.3)
EDSS (median, IQR) 3.5 (2.5 – 4.5) NA
Disease duration (years, median, IQR) 3.8 (1.5 – 14.1) NA
Time since relapse (months; median, IQR) in RRMS cases 12 (8 – 18)  NA
No of focal T2 lesions (median, IQR) 17 (5 – 56) NA
T2 lesion load (ml; median, IQR) 1.0 (0.4 – 3.3) NA
ROI volume centrum semiovale (ml; mean, SD)  2.1 (0.1) 2.1 (0.1)
NAWM mask volume (ml; mean, SD)  152.3 (23.26) 190.6 (12.58)
Total no of USPIO enhancing lesions 11 (in 5 patients) NA
Total no of Gd DTPA enhancing lesions 3 (in 2 patients) NA

Abbreviations: HC=healthy control subjects; EDSS=expanded disability status scale; ROI=region of interest; 
IQR=interquartile ratio; NAWM=normal-appearing white matter.

Figure 1: Creation of T1 histo-
grams and ROIs. A: FA20º-image; 
B: T1-map of A; C: fit-error-map 
of A; D: lesion mask of A; E: 
NAWM-T1-map (eroded WM 
mask combined with D, applied 
over B) of A; F: NAWM ROIs 
drawn in the semi-oval center on 
A. 
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signed-rank test), reflecting T1 shortening (see Table 2, and Figure 2). The other histogram 
parameters (peak height and peak width) did not change significantly (p-values of 0.11 and 0.06, 
respectively, data not shown). T1 histograms of control subjects did not show any changes upon 
USPIO-administration (see Table 2). In a subgroup analysis, RRMS patients showed a significant 
change of peak position (p=0.025), whereas PPMS patients did not (p=0.173) (see Table 2). When 
comparing between RRMS and PPMS, histogram peak positions were decreased by a mean (SD) of 
19.1 (18.6) milliseconds (ms) in RRMS, compared to 8.9 (14.2) ms in PPMS, a difference that was 
not statistically significant (p=0.232; Mann-Whitney U test). Disease modifying treatment did not 
significantly influence T1 peak position change (p=0.513; Mann-Whitney U test). After inclusion 
of age and gender in the model, a significant T1 decrease was still observed in MS patients (p=0.01); 
linear mixed model), but not in controls (p=0.57).

ROI analyses of NAWM USPIO enhancement
One patient (PPMS) was excluded from the ROI analyses, because insufficient NAWM was 
available in the centrum semiovale, which compromised the accuracy of ROI placement. 
This was due to the fact that the patient had a high focal lesion load, and perilesional WM 

Figure 2: Mean pre- and post-USPIO T1 
histograms of NAWM of MS patients. 
Note the statistically significant (p=0.007; 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test) decrease 
of T1 peak position of the post-USPIO 
NAWM histogram.

Table 2: Analyses of T1 changes after USPIO injection. 

 Method N Pre-USPIO  Post-USPIO  p-value*

MS Patients Histogram  15 773.5 (35.9) 759.2 (48.1) .007*
 ROI  14 768.4 (23.8) 750.2(36.5) .016*
Control Subjects Histogram  5 750.2 (44.7) 755.2 (28.1) .684
 ROI  5 755.4 (48.1) 756.4 (32.9) .893
RRMS Histogram  8 758.0 (16.1) 738.9(30.9) .025*
 ROI  8 761.6 (22.5) 739.7 (35.3) .069
PPMS Histogram  7 791.3 (44.8) 782.4 (55.7) .173
 ROI  6 777.4 (24.5) 764.2 (36.2) .116

*Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
Histogram values are expressed as mean (SD) T1 peak position (ms) of the NAWM histograms, ROI values are 
expressed as mean (SD) T1 (ms) of the ROI.
Abbreviations: USPIO=Ultra-small superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide; RRMS=relapsing-remitting multiple 
sclerosis; PPMS=primary-progressive MS; ROI=Region of interest.
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was diffusely abnormal. The mean (SD) volumes of pre- and post-USPIO ROIs were equal:  
2.2 (0.1) ml. The total MS group showed a significant (p=0.016) shortening of mean ROI T1, whereas 
HC subjects did not (p=0.893) (see Table 2 and Figure 3). In the PPMS and RRMS subgroups, 
T1 shortening was not significant (see Table 2 and Figure 3). When comparing between disease 
subtypes, mean T1 of NAWM ROIs was decreased by a mean (SD) of 21.9 (25.6) ms in RRMS, 
compared to 13.2 (18.0) ms in PPMS, a difference that was not statistically significant (p=0.345; 
Mann-Whitney U test). Disease modifying treatment did not significantly influence the change in 
mean ROI T1 (p=0.839; Mann-Whitney U test). After inclusion of age and gender in the model, a 
significant T1 decrease was still observed in MS patients (p=0.021; linear mixed model), but not 
in healthy controls (p=0.94).

Discussion

This is the first, exploratory study to focus on the cellular component of diffuse pathology in MS 
NAWM in vivo. The decrease in peak position of the NAWM T1 histograms in MS patients reflects 
a T1 shortening, most probably resulting from the uptake of USPIO by reactive microglia and/
or macrophages in the NAWM, which was not seen in healthy control subjects. The whole-brain 
histogram results were supported by similar results of the NAWM ROI analyses.
One of the arguments against this conclusion might be that the iron particles are locked in the 
intravascular space. With a plasma half-life time of 6-8 hours, roughly 12.5 % of the injected volume 
should still be present in the bloodstream 24 hours after injection. However, if this were true, results 
for patients and healthy controls should be equal. Cerebral microvascular abnormalities in MS 
WM involving both increased (28)and decreased(29,30)cerebral perfusion have been described, 
and it would be important for future research to explore the potential influence of perfusion 
abnormalities on USPIO-enhanced imaging. Furthermore, it should be noted that the NAWM 

Figure 3: Mean T1 change (ms) on post-
USPIO NAWM ROIs compared to pre-
USPIO NAWM ROIs. A negative change 
reflects T1 decrease. (1: outlier. In the his-
togram analyses, this RRMS patient dem-
onstrated an increase in T1 peak position 
as well.) 
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masks of the MS patients were slightly smaller than those of HC, which is explained by the erosion 
of the WM masks in the post-processing of the images. As our histogram results were supported 
by similar results of the ROI analyses, we do not expect NAWM mask volume differences to have 
influenced our data. Furthermore, the age and gender differences between the MS subjects and 
healthy control subjects are unlikely to be responsible for the results we obtained. T1 hardly varies 
within the age range of our subjects (31) and since we focus on T1 change within subjects, age-
related T1 differences should be of minor influence to our results. Importantly, inclusion of age and 
gender in our model did not alter the observed results.
Thus, the widespread USPIO enhancement in the NAWM of MS patients is most likely to reflect 
diffuse inflammation known from histopathological studies. In these histopathological studies, 
diffuse inflammation and generalised activation of microglia were described. (4,17) This may 
result from subtle blood-brain-barrier (BBB) leakage, (32) which was explored previously through 
quantitative imaging of Gd-DTPA enhanced images. (12) However, since Gd-DTPA enhancement 
in MS NAWM did not differ between MS patients and healthy controls in that study, BBB 
leakage on its own may not sufficiently explain the occurrence of diffuse inflammation. This is 
in line with post mortem results, suggesting that diffuse NAWM pathology in MS may occur as 
a compartmentalized inflammatory reaction trapped behind an intact or repaired BBB. (4,17,33) 
Unfortunately, passive leakage instead of cell-specific transport cannot be completely ruled out as 
the mechanism behind USPIO-enhancement. Now that the current study presents SHU555C as a 
possible MRI marker for microglial activation, future studies may focus on validating this cellular 
USPIO uptake, for instance using the microglial PET marker PK11195..(34) This may also help 
to elucidate whether the USPIO uptake in the NAWM is mostly lesion-related, occurring in the 
periphery of focal inflammatory lesions, or indeed diffuse. The lack of spatial information in our 
analyses limited exploration of this issue, but as lesions were carefully not included in the ROIs, 
and NAWM masks of MS patients were eroded with two pixel layers, perilesional white matter is 
unlikely to specifically cause the observed T1 changes. 
The current exploratory study being limited by a small sample size, future studies may aim to 
confirm our results in a larger cohort, and include a focus on potential treatment effects and 
differences between disease subtypes, analyses for which our sample size proved too small. In 
a larger cohort, there may also be an opportunity for a more detailed analysis of differences in 
T1 changes among several focal lesion enhancement patterns, and between lesional and NAWM 
enhancement. This was not possible in the current study due to a relatively small volume of 
enhancing lesions (see table 1) compared to the volume of the NAWM. In previous cohorts (21,22) 
USPIO-enhancement of focal lesions was more frequent. This is probably explained by the fact 
that in those cohorts, subjects were specifically selected for recent disease activity. In the current 
project, no such selection criterion was applied. Still, more USPIO-enhancing than Gd-DTPA-
enhancing lesions were detected in the present study, which is in line with the results of a previous 
study using SHU555C for cellular imaging. (22)
In conclusion, using USPIO-enhanced MRI, this study has demonstrated NAWM T1 signal 
changes that may reflect subtle inflammatory activity in MS NAWM in vivo, where it could so far 
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only be reliably shown in post mortem studies. SHU555C might be used as a potential MRI marker 
for diffuse inflammation in MS NAWM. 
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Abstract 

Purpose: To explore relations between spatial distribution of MS lesions, and disability. In Multiple 
Sclerosis, the presence of asymptomatic brain lesions challenges the prediction of disability based 
on conventional brain MRI. Hypothesizing that symptomatology may partly be determined by 
lesion location, this retrospective study explored relations between lesion location and disability 
using voxelwise analyses in standard space. 
Materials and Methods: Using non-parametric permutation-based statistics, voxelwise lesion 
probability on T2 lesion masks was related to Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) and Multiple 
Sclerosis Functional Composite (MSFC) sub-domain scores and demographic characteristics of 
325 MS patients. To identify statistically significant locations, a cluster-forming threshold of 3.1 
was used. 
Results: In clusters in the periventricular region, lesion probability correlated significantly (p<0.001) 
with disability and disease duration, and was higher in progressive than in relapsing disease. When 
controlled for lesion load (LL), no significant clusters survived. Presence and number of spinal cord 
lesions did not correlate with lesion probability in any location, and did not influence correlations 
with disability when included in its analyses. 
Conclusions: Periventricular lesions were related to disability. LL influenced relations between 
disability and lesion probability throughout the brain, suggesting interplay between lesional 
burden and its location in determining disability in MS.
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Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a multifocal inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous 
system (CNS). The most common form is relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS), characterised by 
relapses and remissions, followed in the majority of patients by slowly progressing irreversible 
disability (secondary progressive MS [SPMS]). In primary-progressive MS (PPMS), the disease 
is slowly progressive from onset. Conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain 
shows typical white matter lesions on proton density- (PD) and T2-weighted images. Predicting 
prognosis and making treatment decisions for individual patients based on these images is 
challenging, as correlations between brain lesion burden visualized on MRI, and disability 
progression measured by Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS, possible range: 0 to 10, with 
a higher score indicating a higher degree of disability (1)), are only moderate (2-9). This may be 
caused by several mechanisms: the presence of symptomatic spinal cord lesions in combination 
with relatively few brain lesions, pathology in normal-appearing white and grey matter that is not 
visualised on conventional MRI, pathological heterogeneity (oedema, demyelination, axonal loss, 
gliosis) of lesions visualised on PD- and T2-weighted images, and the fact that a proportion of the 
lesions visualised on MRI may be clinically silent (2-9). In the complex organisation of the CNS, 
the location of pathological changes is most important in determining clinical symptoms. In MS, 
not all lesions are symptomatic, but all lesions do add up to the total lesion burden. Therefore, it has 
been suggested that it is lesion location, rather than the overall burden of disease, that determines 
disability (10). As long as we continue to include asymptomatic lesions in the total lesion burden, 
we may not reach stronger correlations between MRI and clinical observation than are currently 
reported (4). In an attempt to split symptomatic lesions from asymptomatic ones, one study related 
the lesional burden in the corticospinal tract to disability (11). This improved correlations between 
MRI lesion burden and measures of disability, but only moderately so. Another study (12) failed 
to demonstrate relations between pyramidal tract T2 lesion load and pyramidal dysfunction as 
well. Other studies on spatial lesion distribution throughout the brain demonstrated differences 
in lesion distribution across disease types (13,14) and across lesion types (6,15,16), suggesting 
that different patterns of pathology exist in MS based on different immunological mechanisms 
(17), and these differences may be expressed through lesion location. These studies however were 
of small sample size, and required prior division of the brain into locations. The choice of these 
regions then obviously influences the relations between lesion locations and patient features. 
Using standard space analyses, properties of brain tissue can be regionally compared between 
groups without prior selection of specific regions. In a large study by Charil et al (18), this method 
demonstrated correlations between lesion likelihood and disability mostly in the internal capsule 
and periventricular white matter. Infratentorial and spinal cord lesions were not accounted for 
in that study, whereas infratentorial lesions more often have clinical effect (4,15) and spinal cord 
pathology may develop independently from brain pathology (19). Based on these findings, we 
suspect that infratentorial lesions should be taken into account, and  that spinal cord lesions 
should be recognised as a factor of potential influence on the relations between spatial brain lesion 
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distribution and disability, and should therefore be included when these relations are analysed.  
Hypothesizing that spatial distribution of MS lesions may play a role in determining disability, our 
study aimed to relate disability to spatial lesion distribution in a large patient sample. Infratentorial 
lesions and spinal cord involvement were taken into account, and voxel-wise statistics were used, 
without the need of pre-defined localisations within the brain. As disability in MS is generally 
related to age, disease duration, and lesion load (LL), we controlled for these variables in our 
analyses. 

Materials and Methods

Patients
For this retrospective cross-sectional study, clinical data and MRI scans of 325 patients sampled 
from MS natural history studies at our center were included, based on availability of T2 brain lesion 
masks obtained from these previous studies. The study protocol was approved by the institutional 
ethics review board. Patients all had a diagnosis of MS according to McDonald criteria (20), revised 
McDonald criteria (21) or Poser criteria (22), depending on the date of data acquisition. All gave 
written informed consent for the study in which they were originally included. For all patients, 
demographic characteristics and EDSS (1) scores (obtained within a median interval of 0.3 [IQR 
0.0-7.8] months from MRI scanning) were available. For a subset of patients (n=227), Multiple 
Sclerosis Functional Composite (MSFC (23)) scores (obtained on the same day as the EDSS scores) 
were available as well. This composite test consists of three domains, scoring ambulation (timed 
walk test [TWT]), upper extremity function (nine hole peg test [9HPT]), and cognition (Paced 
Auditory Serial Addition Test [PASAT]) in separate measurements. These separate quantitative 
scores were used in our analyses.

Image acquisition and creation of lesion masks
Different image acquisition protocols were used for the different studies, all images having been 
acquired using either 1.0 Tesla or 1.5 Tesla scanners using standard head coils, and including 2D 
conventional or fast spin-echo PD- and T2-weighted images with slice thicknesses of 3-5 mm and 
an in-plane resolution of 1x1 mm2. From these images, binary lesion masks including infratentorial 
lesions were created using home-developed semi-automated seed-growing software based on a 
local thresholding technique, after lesion identification by an expert reader. All images were then 
registered to a common space T2 template with 2x2x2 mm voxels, created by linearly registering 
(12 parameter affine registration) all T2 images to the ICBM brain (MNI-152) image (standard 
space brain template derived from 152 subjects in the International Consortium for Brain Mapping 
[ICBM] project(24)), and averaging and smoothing using a 4mm full width half maximum 
(FWHM) Gaussian kernel, using the registration tool FLIRT (FMRIB’s Linear Image Registration 
Tool, part of the Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) software library (FSL) 
(25)). The registration matrices were then applied to the binary lesion masks to register all lesion 
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masks to the common space. Nearest-neighbour interpolation was used to generate individual 
lesion maps that showed lesion presence or absence for each voxel. Registration quality was ensured 
by visual inspection. To account for head size differences, lesion loads were calculated in common 
space (therefore representing relative lesion volumes). Sagittal MRI scans of the whole spinal cord 
obtained on the same day as the brain MRI were available for 266 patients. From these images, the 
number of spinal cord lesions, the number of spinal cord segments showing pathological changes, 
and the presence of diffuse cord changes (26) were determined by an expert reader.

Statistical analysis
Regarding disease type, we characterized patients by the type of disease at onset (either relapsing 
or progressive, so RRMS and SPMS taken together versus PPMS), and also by the type of disease 
at MRI scan (either relapsing or progressive, so RRMS versus SPMS and PPMS taken together). 
We also created a subgroup containing RRMS and SPMS patients matched for disease duration, in 
which we compared lesion distribution according to disease type. Disability scores were included 
in the analyses in two separate ways: first by treating the scores as continuous variables; and 
secondly, contrasting extremes by comparing lesion distribution in the group of patients in the 
“worst” quartile of scores with those in the “best” quartile, as we thought this might be more 
sensitive would the first method not render results. Relations between clinical and demographic 
characteristics within our cohort were analysed using Spearman’s rank correlation for continuous 
variables, and Mann-Whitney U test to compare LL and other patient characteristics between 
groups.
As we analyzed binary lesion masks, we used non-parametric voxel-and clusterwise statistics. We 
used general linear model (GLM) design set-up, the most popular approach in functional MRI 
(fMRI) and voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analyses, to model each voxel independently from 
the other voxels (27), relating, for each subject, lesion probability to demographic and disability 
measurements. Inference was accomplished using non-parametric permutation-based voxel- 
wise statistical mapping (28) as implemented in FSL 4.0 (part of the FMRIB software library: 
FMRIB Analysis Group, University of Oxford, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk) using randomise (25). 
Using 5000 permutations for statistical inference, randomise identified voxels in which significant 
correlations between lesion probability and input variable occurred throughout the cohort. To 
correct for multiple comparisons, we used cluster-level inferences, these being more powerful  
than voxel-level inferences (29), with a pseudo-t threshold of 3.1. Localisations of voxels and  
clusters showing significant clinical correlations were identified by application of the statistical  
maps over the average brain of the cohort in common space, using a threshold of p<0.001. 
Hypothesizing that LL, age, disease duration, and spinal cord pathology might influence relations 
between lesion distribution and disability, we repeated our analyses controlling for these parameters. 
In separate models, we included LL, age and disease duration as continuous values, as well as the 
number of focal spinal cord lesions and the number of spinal cord segments showing pathological 
changes. Presence or absence of diffuse cord changes was included in a separate model as a binary 
value.
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Results

Patient characteristics are shown in table 1. Patients with secondary progressive disease tended to 
have longer disease duration, a higher LL, and worse disability scores than patients with RRMS (all 
p<0.001; Mann-Whitney U test). When patient characteristics were analysed for interrelations, 
age (spearman’s rho 0.16; p=0.006), disease duration (spearman’s rho 0.28; p,0.001), and disability 
measurements (EDSS [n=325] spearman’s rho 0.27; 9HPT [n=227] (spearman’s rho 0.35; PASAT 
(n=227) spearman’s rho -0.28; TWT [n=227] spearman’s rho 0.32; all p<0.001) correlated 
moderately with LL,. Patients with progressive disease had a higher LL than patients with relapsing 
disease (n=325; p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U test), but onset type was not related to LL (n=325; 
p=0.97, Mann-Whitney U test).  Patients with more pronounced disability according to the “worse” 
quartile of disability scores had higher LL than patients in the best performing quartile (p<0.001, 
Mann-Whitney U test). 
The mean lesion frequency map of the total cohort (Figure 1) shows that lesions were distributed 
symmetrically across the brain. Most lesions occurred in the periventricular region, with a peak in 
voxelwise lesion frequency of 29%, meaning that in those voxels, 29% of the subjects (94 out of 325) 
had a lesion. In voxelwise analyses, lesion probability around the ventricles correlated significantly 
with EDSS and MSFC-subdomain scores (MSFC was only analysed in 227 of the 325 subjects), 
with age, and with disease duration (all voxelwise p<0.001). Voxelwise analyses also showed 
that progressive disease at the time of scanning was associated with higher lesion probability in 
periventricular areas compared to relapsing disease (voxelwise p<0.001), and that LL correlated 
with lesion probability throughout the white matter (WM) (voxelwise p<0.001). Clusterwise 
analyses showed significant clusters around the ventricles in all previously mentioned variables 
except age and disease duration (Figure 2, table 2 ). LL showed significant clusterwise correlations 

Table 1: Patient Characteristics. 

 All RRMS SPMS PPMS

Total n 325 205 (63%) 65 (20%) 55 (17%)
Gender; n (%) Male 123 (37.8 %) 68 (33.2%) 32 (49.2%) 23 (41.8%)
Age in years; mean (SD) 41.5 (11.0) 36.7 (9.0) 48.8 (8.4) 51.7 (9.3)
Disease duration in years;  6.3 (1.4 12.0) 3.6 (0.8 9.3) 12.8 (8.0 21.2) 8.2 (4.1 16.2)
median (IQR)
Lesion load (ml); median (IQR) 12.0 (4.9 33.8) 10.1 (4.5 27.0) 31.5 (10.3 57.0) 12.9 (3.0 45.0)
EDSS score; median (IQR) 3.0 (2.0 5.0) 2.0 (1.5 3.5) 6.0 (4.0 6.5) 5.0 (4.0 6.5)
PASAT score; median (IQR) (n=227) 52 (40-58) 55 (45-58) 39 (29 53) 49 (38 56)
TWT score; median (IQR) (n=227) 4.9 (3.9 8.3) 4.1 (3.5 5.0) 9.5 (6.5-32.2) 9.1 (6.2 13.9)
9HPT score of dominant hand;  19.6 (16.9 24.6) 17.8 (16.2 20.6) 25.0 (21.3 42.7) 22.2 (19.0 31.2)
median (IQR) (n=227)
N of focal spinal cord lesions 2 (1-5) 3 (1-5) 2 (0-6) 2 (1-5);
median (IQR)

Abbreviations: 9HPT=nine hole peg test; EDSS=expanded disability status scale; IQR= inter-quartile range; 
LL=lesion load; PASAT=paced auditory serial addition test; PPMS= primary-progressive MS; RRMS= relapsing-
remitting MS; SPMS= secondary progressive MS; TWT=timed walk test; 
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with lesion probability throughout the brain (table 2), even when controlled for disease duration, 
age, disability scores, and disease type, in separate as well as in combined analyses. 
All periventricular clusters of correlations between disability scores and lesion probability were 
no longer significant when controlling for the effect of LL. The impact of disease type disappeared 
as well when controlling for LL. All analyses were performed for correlations in both positive 
and negative direction, and except for the PASAT score, all correlations occurred in the positive 
direction. The negative correlations for PASAT score reflect a relation between lower PASAT 
score (i.e. a lower number of correct answers, i.e. worse cognitive function) and localised lesion 
probability. No significant infratentorial clusters were found in any of the analyses. The presence 
and number of diffuse and focal spinal cord lesions did not correlate with lesion probability in 
any location, and did not influence the relations between lesion probability and disability when 
included as factors in the GLM. 

Discussion

In this study, lesion probability maps were used to relate disability in MS to spatial brain lesion 
distribution. Voxelwise statistics in standard space were used to avoid a priori specification of 
locations of interest, and manual outlining of brain lesions enabled the inclusion of infratentorial 
brain lesions in our lesion masks. Presence and amount of spinal cord pathology were included in 
the analyses as factors possibly influencing relations between lesion distribution and disability in 
MS. In a large representative cohort of MS patients, this method demonstrated that periventricular 
lesion probability correlates with different measurement scales of disability. 
Beyond these periventricular regions, our study did not demonstrate more symptom-specific 
localisations where correlations exist between outcomes of disability measurement scales and 
lesion location. This can be explained by the fact that any particular EDSS score may be caused by 
different combinations of symptoms, so disability as measured by EDSS does not necessarily reflect 
symptomatology. The MSFC subdomain scores (23), however, are thought to be more specific 
measures, as they represent three separate domains of symptoms that are objectively measured. 
Results of each of these domains were correlated separately to lesion distribution, yielding no 
specific differences in lesion probability maps: all correlations between measurement score and 

Table 2: Properties of the clusters of voxels showing significant relations of voxelwise lesion presence with disability 
scores, disease type, and lesion load.

 Max pseudo-t value  Median (IQR) pseudo-t p-value of 
 in the cluster  the cluster

EDSS (n=325) 6.06 3.53 (3.28-3.91) 0.0006
PASAT (n=227) 4.95 3.44 (3.23-3.69) 0.0004
9HPT (n=227) 5.60 3.51 (3.24-3.84) 0.0002
TWT (n=227) 5.54 3.55 (3.29-3.88) 0.0004
Progressive vs. relapsing disease (n=325) 5.35 3.46 (3.25-3.77) 0.0008
LL (n=325) 14.78 5.61 (4.17-7.24) 0.0002
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Figure 1: Mean lesion 
frequency map of our pa-
tient sample (n=325). Le-
sion frequency across the 
patient sample is shown 
for every voxel on axial 
and sagittal slices. The co-
lour bar indicates lesion 
frequency; voxels with a 
lesion frequency <1% are 
not shown.

Figure 2: Maps showing 
clusterwise correlations 
of lesion probability with 
A: EDSS; B: PASAT score. 
C: clusters of voxels where 
patients with progressive 
disease had more lesions 
than RRMS patients; D: 
clusterwise correlations 
between lesion load, and 
lesion probability. Only 
clusters with p< 0.001 are 
shown. When control-
led for the effect of lesion 
load, maps A-C no longer 
showed any clusters. The 
colour bar indicates clus-
terwise p-value. 
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lesion probability occurred in the same periventricular regions. And contrary to our expectations, 
spinal cord pathology, which is often clinically eloquent and develops independently from brain 
lesions (4,15,19), did not alter correlations between lesion distribution and disability when 
included in the model. The same holds true for brain lesions in the infratentorial region, which 
were included in our brain lesion probability maps, but did not show up as significantly related to 
disability measures.

Another explanation for the lack of more symptom-specific locations where lesion probability 
is related to disability, may lay in the influence of LL on our results. As LL strongly correlated 
with voxelwise lesion probability throughout the WM (Figure 2), our maps of clinical correlations 
(Figure 2) may be predominantly explained through the lesion frequency data (Figure 1). Thus, 
periventricular lesion probability may correlate with disability through LL rather than through 
localised mechanisms intrinsic to this periventricular localisation. This may also cause the 
differences in lesion distribution between relapsing and progressive disease subgroups, as a result of 
the higher lesion load for patients with progressive disease. The effect of LL overshadowing relations 
between lesion location and cognitive impairment has been demonstrated previously (30,31). This 
influence of LL on disability in MS may act through a disconnection syndrome, with a cumulative 
effect of a higher LL irrespective of lesion location (18). Aside from this influence of LL, cortical 
adaptive changes may also limit correlations between localised lesion probability and symptoms. 
Adaptive changes have been shown to contribute to functional recovery after axonal injury (32-
34). These changes after axonal loss can involve local synaptic reorganisation, reorganisation at 
more distant sites, or recruitment of parallel existing pathways (33), hampering relations between 
the location of an original lesion, and its remaining symptoms after the development of adaptation. 
Importantly, diffuse pathology in the normal-appearing white matter (NAWM), which may also 
contribute to disability (35,36)  is not included in total lesional disease burden (12) .
Still, we have reasons to believe that the periventricular region is indeed specific, and therefore of 
higher clinical eloquence than more distant WM regions. In a previous study that demonstrated 
correlations between lesion probability and several measures of disability in the same 
periventricular locations without considering the impact of LL(18), the explanation was offered 
that as periventricular lesions block more tracts than lesions elsewhere, they may have a higher 
impact on disability (18). This interpretation may be consistent with our results, including the 
impact of LL, as well: lesions in these periventricular locations common for MS are likely to occur 
with accumulating disease – with increasing LL, lesions may be increasingly likely to occur in 
those periventricular regions that determine disability. Longitudinal studies are warranted to 
further elucidate this issue. 
The different imaging protocols used form a potential limitation of our study. On the other hand, 
our large sample size, and the large group of different study protocols used, might result in a 
regression to the mean considering differences in slice thickness or inclusion criteria. Importantly, 
all focal lesions were outlined manually, and despite slight differences in imaging protocols, this 
may result in a higher reliability than automated outlining of lesions. Furthermore, our registration 
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method (12-parameter affine registration) accounted for differences in brain volumes throughout 
our cohort.
In conclusion, of all possible locations throughout the brain, periventricular lesions seem 
most important in determining disability as measured by EDSS and MSFC in MS. The lack of 
more specific localisations may be explained by the effect of LL on disability acting through a 
disconnection syndrome, and adaptive changes. As our method proved feasible in relating lesion 
distribution to several markers of disease, future studies may focus on the use of lesion probability 
mapping for studying aspects of MS less determined by LL, for instance relations between lesion 
location and local brain atrophy, or longitudinal lesion distribution changes. 
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Abstract

In multiple sclerosis (MS), the total volume of brain lesions and their spatial distribution are highly 
variable. Elucidating this variability may contribute to understanding clinical heterogeneity in 
MS. Hypothesizing that spatial distribution may reveal immunological patterns of inflammation 
driven by genetic predisposition, we performed a hypothesis-generating candidate gene study 
relating genotypes in 69 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to the spatial distribution 
of T2 brain lesions in 208 MS patients. To assess associations between genotype and lesion 
distribution, binary lesion masks registered to standard space were related to genotype using a 
voxel-wise nonparametric GLM approach, followed by clusterwise analysis with a cluster-forming 
threshold of t=2. A clusterwise p-value of p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Three 
SNPs within the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) region as well as one SNP within the 
Phenyletanolamine N-Methyltransferase (PNMT) gene were found to be significantly associated 
with T2 lesion distribution. For these SNPs, patients with the heterozygous genotype showed a 
preferential localisation of lesions in the periventricular region. Inclusion of disease duration in 
our model did not alter the results. After inclusion of lesion load in our model, SNPs rs2213584 
and rs2227139 within the MHC region still showed significant periventricular clusters. We 
conclude that specific polymorphisms in the MHC gene complex are associated with a preferential 
localisation of MS lesions around the ventricles. 
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Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a multifocal inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous 
system (CNS), characterized by inflammation, demyelination and axonal loss resulting in a highly 
variable clinical presentation. Most patients suffer from relapsing-remitting (RR) MS, experiencing 
waves of inflammation leading to periods of disability (relapses) alternating with periods of 
stable disease (remissions). The RRMS phase is usually followed by a secondary progressive 
(SP) phase in which progressive and irreversible disability occurs. For a subset of patients, the 
disease is progressive from onset (primary progressive [PP] MS). Treatment decisions are based 
on the occurrence of relapses, and the development of white matter lesions detected by magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI). However, volume and distribution of brain lesions are highly variable 
among MS patients, and correlate only moderately with disability (1). Treatment strategies could 
benefit from a better understanding of this variability.
Genetic background may play a role in determining this variability: Genetic predisposition may 
underlie differences in immunological backgrounds of lesion formation among MS patients (2), 
that may be expressed as different subtypes of lesion pathology as demonstrated in post mortem 
studies (3,4). In previous studies on spatial lesion distribution, different lesion subtypes were 
shown to have a distinguishable spatial distribution throughout the brain (5-7), and differences 
between disease subtypes in spatial lesion distribution could be demonstrated as well (8,9). 
Hypothesizing that genetic background may determine spatial lesion distribution, possibly 
through immunological patterns differing across patients, we aimed to correlate genotypes in a 
large cohort of MS patients to spatial lesion distribution on MRI. Although the genetic influence 
on MS susceptibility was established in multiple studies (10-14), the genetic influence on different 
phenotypes of MS (disease severity, subtype, MRI characteristics, response to treatment) has 
been studied in relatively few studies and positive results await confirmation in larger studies. 
The relation between genetic background and spatial lesion distribution has only been studied 
previously in one small patient sample using one single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker 
(15). 
In the current study, we correlated genotypes of a large cohort of MS patients to spatial lesion 
distribution on MRI, using lesion probability mapping and a set of candidate genes sampled from 
the literature based on their potential contribution to MS susceptibility or disease expression. 
Lesion probability mapping in combination with a nonparametric GLM approach has previously 
been used to investigate associations between lesional distribution and clinical parameters such 
as EDSS and MSFC components (16), and may be equally useful to explore correlations of lesion 
distribution and genotypic variability in MS. 
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Figure 1: Mean lesion 
frequency map of our 
patient sample (n=208). 
Lesion frequency across 
the patient sample is 
shown for every voxel on 
axial and sagittal slices. 
The colour bar indicates 
lesion frequency; voxels 
with a lesion frequency 
<1% are not shown; peak 
frequency was 32%. 

Figure 2: clusterwise 
results: Maps showing 
clusterwise (t=2) associ-
ations of lesion presence 
with genotype, on a back-
ground of the common 
brain image. The cluster 
colour bar indicates clus-
terwise p-value, with the 
range indicated by the 
colour bar; only clusters 
with p<0.05 are shown. 
A: rs2213584 (HLA DRA 
gene); B: rs2227139 (HLA 
DRA gene); C: rs2076530 
(BTNL2 gene); D: rs876493 
(PNMT gene).
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Methods

Patients
This retrospective cross-sectional study used clinical and genetic data and MRI scans of 208 
Caucasian patients sampled from MS natural history studies at our center. Patients were included 
based on availability of MRI and DNA material. All had a diagnosis of MS according to McDonald 
criteria (17), revised McDonald criteria (18) or Poser criteria (19), depending on the date of data 
acquisition. EDSS (20) scores were obtained within a median interval of 0.0 (IQR 0.0 – 4.8) months 
from MRI scanning. Approval by the local ethics review board was obtained, and all patients gave 
written informed consent for participation in the study in which they were originally included, and 
separate informed consent for DNA analyses. 

Selection of SNPs 
Pubmed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez) and genetic association (http://genetic 
associationdb.nih.gov/cgi-bin/tableview.cgi?table=geneview) databases were searched for genes 
and polymorphisms suggested to be involved in pathogenesis, prognosis and treatment response 
in MS. Resulting polymorphisms were confirmed and associated to an identifier by using dbsnp 
database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP). Their frequency in the Caucasian population was assessed 
using the HapMap project (http://www.hapmap.org/index.html.en). Nucleotide sequences for the 
design of allele-specific probes and PCR primers were retrieved in the SNPper database (http://
snpper.chip.org/bio). Sequence specific probes and primers were designed using Primer3 software 
(freely available at http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/). If a polymorphism was not present in the database, 
position and sequences were established by performing a blast search (http://0-www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov.catalog.llu.edu/BLAST/) using data available in the literature. 
A total of 80 validated polymorphisms located in 44 different genes were finally chosen (Table 1). 
Eleven of these 80 SNPs were excluded: five because they were monomorphic, and 6 because they 
had a minor allele frequency below five percent. Deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 
were determined by Chi-square testing.

Genotyping 
Genomic DNA was isolated from anti-coagulated blood with DNAzol reagent (Molecular Research 
Center, Inc., Cincinnati, OH). Genotyping was carried out using a previously described (21) low-
density DNA microarray based on allele-specific probes with minor modifications: Target DNA for 
hybridization was prepared in 6 independent multiplex PCR reactions, each of which contained 7 
to 20 separate primer pairs. The multiplex PCRs were performed simultaneously under the same 
time and temperature conditions, allowing amplification of the regions containing the SNPs of 
interest. Each multiplex PCR contained 100 ng of genomic DNA together with 1x Qiagen PCR 
Multiplex Master mix (Qiagen). Primer concentrations were optimized for each amplification, and 
concentrations of 0.15–0.6 µM were used. Thermocycling was performed on a Gene Amp® PCR 
System 9700 (Applied Biosystems) with an initial denaturation at 95 °C for 15 min, followed by 45 
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cycles of denaturation at 94 °C for 30 s, primer annealing at 62 °C for 90 sec, and primer extension 
at 72 °C for 90 sec. After 45 cycles, a final extension reaction was carried out at 72 °C for 10 min. 
The PCR products were pooled and fragmented enzymatically with DNAse (Promega) and alkaline 
phosphatase (Roche) to improve the hybridization signal and labelled by using a biotinylated 
11-ddUTP (New England Biolabs) and terminal transferase (Roche). Automatic hybridization was 
carried out at 42 °C for 1 h in a Ventana Discovery station using ChipMap hybridization buffers 
and the protocol for the Microarray 9.0 Europe station (Ventana Medical Systems). Finally, DNA 
arrays were automatically stained with Cy3-conjugated streptavidin (Amersham Biosciences) 
in the automatic hybridization station. DNA array images were captured by use of a ScanArray 
4000 confocal fluorescent scanner (Perkin-Elmer). Previously described software (21) was used to 
convert the intensity of the spots into the genotype of each SNP. 

Image acquisition and creation of lesion masks 
Different image acquisition protocols were used for the different clinical studies from which our 
patients were sampled, all images having been acquired using either 1.0 Tesla or 1.5 Tesla scanners 
using standard head coils, and including 2D conventional or fast spin-echo PD- and T2-weighted 
images with slice thicknesses of 3-5 mm, an in-plane resolution of 1x1 mm2, and a maximum 
slice gap of 0.5 mm. From these images, binary lesion masks were created using home-developed 
semi-automated seed-growing software based on a local thresholding technique, after lesion 
identification by an expert reader. All images were then registered to a common space T2 template 
with 2x2x2 mm voxels, created by linearly registering all T2 images to the ICBM brain (MNI-
152) image (22), using the registration tool FLIRT (part of the FMRIB software library (FSL)) 
(23), followed by averaging and smoothing using a 4mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. The registration 
matrices were then applied to the binary lesion masks to register all lesion masks to the common 
space. Nearest-neighbour interpolation was used to generate individual lesion maps that showed 
lesion presence or absence for each voxel. Registration quality was ensured by visual inspection. 
To account for head size differences, lesion loads were calculated in common space (therefore 
representing relative lesion volumes).  

Statistical analysis 
For each SNP, three comparisons were made (homozygote frequent allele vs both other options, 
homozygote rare allele vs both other options and heterozygote vs both homozygotes) and related 
to voxelwise lesion probability. Although SNP markers with low genotype frequencies may be of 
importance in complex trait disorders like MS, such markers can result in unreliable observations 
in voxelwise analyses. Therefore, results of genotypes with frequencies below 5% in our cohort 
were discarded, whereas the results of the two other genotypes within the SNPs concerned were 
maintained. General linear model (GLM) design set-up was combined with voxel-and clusterwise 
statistics (24) to model each voxel independently from the other voxels (25). Statistical inference was 
accomplished using the non-parametric randomise method (23) as implemented in FSL 4.0 (part 
of the FMRIB software library: FMRIB Analysis Group, University of Oxford, http://www.fmrib.
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ox.ac.uk). Using 5000 permutations for statistical inference, randomise identified voxels in which 
a significant correlation existed between lesion probability and having that genotype. To correct 
for multiple comparisons, we used cluster-level inferences, these being more powerful than voxel-
level inferences (26), with a pseudo-t threshold of 2. A cluster-wise p-value <0.05 was considered 
statistically significant. For genotypes showing significant clusters, analyses were repeated when 
controlling for lesion load, as lesion load has been hypothesized to influence relations between 
lesion distribution and disease features (16), and for disease duration. To check for interrelations 
between significant genotypes and patient characteristics, we studied these relations using the 
non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test to compare continuous variables (EDSS, disease duration, 
lesion load, age) between genotypes, and Chi-Square test to compare categorical variables (gender, 
disease type) between genotypes.

Table 1: SNPs included in our analyses; HWE=Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium in our sample; MAF=minor allele 
frequency in our sample. 

Gene rs-nr Chromosome Polymorphism HWE * MAF

ADAMTS14 rs4747075  10q22 A/G 43.94 * 0.30
ADAMTS14 rs7081273 10q22 C/G 1.30 0.35
ADAMTS14 rs4746060 10q22 C/T 0.31 0.09
Apo I/Fas  rs1800682 10q23 C/T 1.02 0.46
Apo I/Fas  rs3781202 10q23 C/T 0.81 0.41
Apo I/Fas  rs2234978  10q23 C/T 0.01 0.31
BTNL2  rs2076530 6p21.3 A/G 26.85 * 0.24
CACNG4 rs4790896 17q24 A/G 0.43 0.38
CCR5 rs333 3p21 -/+ 0.01 0.10
CD24 rs8734 6q21 C NA 0.00 **
CNTF rs1800169 11q12 A/G 0.53 0.12
CRYAB rs14133 11q21-q23 C/G 0.88 0.25
CRYAB rs762550 11q21-q23 A/G 0.33 0.42
CRYAB rs2234702 11q21-q23 C NA 0.00 **
CTLA4 rs231775 2q33 A/G 0.05 0.38
CTLA4 rs5742909 2q33 C/T 0.09 0.09
EBF rs1368297 5q34 A/T 0.27 0.38
GABBRA1 rs1805057 6p22 C NA 0.00 **
HELZ rs2363846 17q24 C/T 1.93 0.50
HLA rs2395166 6p21.3 C/T 7.11 * 0.48
HLA rs2213584 6p21.3 A/G 3.55 0.42
HLA rs2227139 6p21.3 C/T 2.96 0.42
HLA rs3135388 6p21.3 A/G 0.20 0.33
HLA rs9268458 6p21.3 A/C 0.59 0.19
HLA rs6457594 6p21.3 A/G 58.55 * 0.38
HLA-DRA rs2395182  6p21.3 G/T 0.36 0.39
HLA-DRA rs2239802 6p21.3 C/G 0.36 0.39
IFNAR1 rs2257167 21q22 C/G 0.72 0.07
IFNGR2 rs9808753 21q22 A/G 0.11 0.15
IKBL rs3130062  6p21.3.  C/T 0.41 0.17
IL-10 rs1800896 1q32 A/G 5.06 * 0.45
IL1B rs1799916 2q14 A NA 0.00 **
IL1B rs1143627 2q14 A/G 3.28 0.35
IL-1B rs1143634 2q14 C/T 0.66 0.23
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Table 1: Continued.

Gene rs-nr Chromosome Polymorphism HWE * MAF

IL-1RN rs419598 2q12-q14 C/T 0.05 0.31
IL-1RN 2073 C/T Intron2  2q12-q14 C/T 0.10 0.31
IL-2 rs2069763 4q26 G/T 0.63 0.34
IL-2 rs2069762 4q26 G/T 0.95 0.26
IL-4R rs1801275  16p12 A/G  0.52 0.20
IL7R rs11567685 5p13  C/T 0.21 0.25
IL7R rs7718919 5p13  G/T 0.74 0.13
IL7R rs11567686  5p13  A/G 1.11 0.34
MC1R rs1805009 16q24 C/G 185.33 * 0.49
MC1R rs1805006 16q24 A/C 0.01 0.01 **
MEFV rs28940577 16p13.3 A NA 0.00 **
MGC33887 rs987931 17q24 G/T 0.05 0.31
MHC2TA rs3087456 16p13 A/G 0.38 0.26
MOG rs3130250 6p22 A/G 0.01 0.20
MOG rs3130253 6p22 A/G 0.15 0.11
NDUFA7 rs2288414 19p13.2 C/G 2.66 0.03 **
NDUFA7 rs561 19p13.2 A/G 0.70 0.19
NDUFS5 rs2889683  1p34.2 C/T 0.56 0.31
NDUFS5 rs6981 1p34.2 A/G 0.48 0.05
NDUFS7 rs2074897  19p13.3 A/G 4.80 *  0.46
NOS2A rs1137933 17q11.2 A/G 0.35 0.24
NOS2A  rs2779248  17q11.2 C/T 0.09 0.38
NOTCH4 rs367398 6p21.3 A/G 0.68 0.18
PD-1 rs11568821 2q37 G/A 2.63 0.11
PITPNC1 rs1318 17q24 A/G 0.18 0.22
PITPNC1 rs2365403 17q24 C/G 0.73 0.17
PNMT rs876493 17q11-q23 A/G 0.46 0.42
PRKCA rs7220007 17q24 A/G 0.16 0.48
PRKCA rs887797 17q24 C/T 0.07 0.30
PRKCA rs2078153 17q24 C/G 0.02 0.23
PRKCA rs3890137 17q24 A/G 1.27 0.37
PTPN22 rs2476601 1p13 A/G 2.76 0.10
PTPRC rs17612648 1q31 C/G 0.13 0.02 **
PTPRC rs4915154 1q31 A/G 0.02 0.01 **
CCL5 rs2280788 17q11.2-q12                C/G 0.10 0.02 **
CCL5 rs2107538 17q11.2-q12                C/T  0.30 0.40
Spp1 rs1126616 4q21 C/T 0.26 0.23
Spp1 rs1126772 4q21 A/G 0.36 0.19
SPP1 rs2853744 4q21 G/T 0.78 0.06
Spp1  rs9138 4q21 A/C 0.35 0.24
Spp1  rs4754 4q21 C/T 0.04 0.24
TNF-alpha rs1800629 6p21.3 A/G 2.36 0.21
TRAIL rs9880164 3q26 C/T 0.40 0.35
UCP2 rs659366 11q13 C/T  0.30 0.40
VDR rs1544410 12q13 A/G 1.11 0.44
VDR rs731236 12q13 A/G 0.38 0.44

* ChiSquare value. A value >3.84 indicates a deviation from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (p<0.05). 
** Excluded due to minor allele frequency <0.05)
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Results

Patient characteristics
Our cohort of 208 MS patients was representative for the general MS population regarding patient 
characteristics (Table 2). As shown in Figure 1, these patients had a quasi-symmetrical brain lesion 
distribution typical for MS, with the highest lesion frequencies in periventricular regions.

Correlations between genotype and spatial lesion distribution
Of  the 69 SNPs analysed, 4 showed significant clusters of increased lesion probability in the 
heterozygous genotype as opposed to the two other genotypes in periventricular regions (Figure 
2): one within Phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PNMT) gene (rs876493) (frequency of 
this genotype in our cohort: 51%) and three SNPs within the Major Histocompatibility Complex 
(MHC) region: one within Butyrophilin-like 2 gene (BTNL2) (rs2076530) (frequency of this 
genotype in our cohort: 23.1 %) and two in HLA-DRA (rs2213584 and rs2227139) (frequencies 
of these genotypes in our cohort: 42.3 % and 42.8 %, respectively). Inclusion of disease duration 
in our model did not alter these results, however, upon inclusion of total LL, only rs2213584 and 
rs2227139 retained its clusters of significantly increased lesion probability.

Correlations between selected genotypes and patient characteristics
For the four SNPs with p-values <0.05, genotypes were related to patient characteristics. Patients 
with the heterozygous genotype at rs2076530 (BTNL2 gene) had a higher lesion load than 
homozygous patients (p=0.042; Mann-Whitney U test). No other associations between genotype 
and patient characteristics (EDSS, disease duration, lesion load, age at MRI, gender, disease type) 
were found.

Discussion

Based on the hypothesis that genetic background may determine spatial lesional patterns, this study 
combined lesion probability mapping with data on 69 SNPs, and identified 4 SNPs of interest, 3 of 

Table 2: patient characteristics

Total n 208
Gender; n (%) Male 77 (37%)
Age in years; mean (SD) 41.1 (11.1)
Disease duration in years; median (IQR) 6.3 (1.9-12.0)
Lesion load (ml); median (IQR) 12.4 (0.5-40.6)
EDSS score; median (IQR) 3.5 (2.0-5.0)
Disease subtype:
RR; n (%) 126 (60.6%)
SP; n (%) 42 (20.2%) 
PP; n (%) 40 (19.2%)
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which are located within the MHC-region. Heterozygosity for the 4 SNPs showed to be associated 
with increased probability of having lesions in specific periventricular white matter locations in 
the brain. 
Of the four SNPs that were significantly associated with localised lesion probability, 3 SNPs 
(rs2076530, rs2213584 and rs2227139) were located in the class II major histocompatibility 
complex (MHC) region of chromosome 6. The highly polymorphic genes in the MHC region, 
which are involved in self versus non-self immune recognition (27), were studied previously in 
relation to MS susceptibility and other auto-immune diseases (27) and may be involved in disease 
severity as well (28,29). The relation between HLA DRB1*1501, an MHC allele associated with 
susceptibility to MS (11,13,30), and spatial lesion distribution was studied in one previous report 
(15), demonstrating no significant influence of the allele. The patient sample of that study was 
relatively small, potentially hampering demonstration of significant relations. Our study confirms 
these preliminary results in a larger sample, showing no association between lesion distribution 
and rs3135388 (a SNP in the MHC region predicting the HLA DRB1*1501 haplotype with very 
high sensitivity (31)).
rs876493 in the PNMT gene, localised outside the MHC region, was the last of the four SNPs that 
showed a relation with increased lesion probability in specific areas around the ventricles. PNMT 
is the rate limiting enzyme in the catecholamine biosynthesis pathway and plays an important 
role in the metabolism of norepinephrine and epinephrine (32). The A-allele on this SNP was 
previously found to be related to MS susceptibility (32,33). In the current study, we found an 
effect of the heterozygous genotype on localised lesion probability. Heterozygous effects however 
have not been described previously in this SNP, and no influence of the PNMT gene on disease 
phenotype has been reported previously.  
Interestingly, all of the four significant genotypes identified in this study were heterozygous, which 
challenges interpretation since effects of a heterozygous genotype cannot be attributed to one 
(risk) allele. However, as heterozygosity for HLA genes might indicate the possibility of the immune 
system to present a wider range of antigens to T lymphocytes, this may result in a more productive 
immune response to a diverse array of pathogens (34). Previous studies described advantages (35-
37) and disadvantages (38,39) of heterozygous genotypes in a range of diseases. The complexity of 
the MHC region is additionally highlighted by the observed (protective) allelic effects on MS and 
allelic interactions (10). Our findings of increased lesion probability in heterozygous genotypes 
might be related to disadvantages of having the heterozygous genotype in autoimmune disease.
Explaining the specific locations of the significant clusters observed in this study is challenging. 
The similarities between the maps of rs2227139 and rs2213584 (HLA DRA gene) are explained 
by the fact that these SNPs are located very close to each other: in most cases, subjects had the 
same genotype on both SNPs. rs876493 (PNMT gene) showed correlations in the left frontal 
ventricular horn, closer to the ventricle than the cluster found in the SNPs on the HLA DRA 
gene, suggesting that the PNMT gene may confer a spatial lesion distribution different from the 
HLA DRA gene. Still, the PNMT cluster was very close to the clusters present in both SNPs of the 
HLA DRA gene, and that of rs2213584 and rs2227139 when controlled for lesion load (Figure 
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2). Since these locations are so close to each other, differences between the locations may not be 
very specific. rs2076530 (BTNL gene) showed localised correlation with lesion probability in the 
posterior part of the white matter in the right hemisphere (Figure 2). We have no explanation for 
the specific and asymmetrical locations we found, but importantly, they are all localised within the 
regions showing highest overall lesion frequency across our cohort (see Figure 1). Since apart from 
the left frontal horn cluster in rs2213584 and rs2227139 (HLA DRA gene), no clusters retained 
significance when the model was controlled for lesion load, the influence of genetic background 
on spatial lesion distribution, as assessed in the current study, may partly act through lesion load. 
This is further supported by rs2076530 (BTNL gene) -heterozygous subjects having a higher LL 
than subjects that were homozygous on this SNP. 
In this cross-sectional study, the fixed feature of genetic background was related to spatial lesion 
distribution, a feature that may change during disease course. Importantly, including disease 
duration in our model did not alter our results. Our results suggest that certain MHC genes, 
possibly through a disadvantageous effect of heterozygosity, may be a factor in determining lesion 
distribution in MS. These findings demonstrate the potential of our method and approach, may 
contribute to generating hypotheses on the effects of specific genetic backgrounds on MS disease 
expression, and form a basis for more detailed study of these particular SNPs in MS. 
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Summarizing discussion

Building on the potential of imaging to further specify the pluriformity of inflammation in MS, this 
thesis aimed to explore novel MRI patterns of inflammation, using different imaging approaches 
such as statistical mapping, macrophage tracking, and quantitative imaging. 
To establish this, inflammation in MS was studied and discussed on different levels: from the most 
fundamental level of genetic background (chapter 5), through the cellular level covering focal and 
diffuse cellular activation (chapters 2 and 3), the focus moved to macroscopic lesions (chapter 1) 
and the more global approach of their spatial distribution related to measurements of disability 
(chapter 4). This composition of approaches encompasses the borders of the research fields of 
clinical neurology, radiology, cell biology and immunology, and imaging physics and informatics, 
introducing hypotheses for further research within these research fields.
In chapter 1, newly developed T2 lesions within a time interval were used to determine disease 
activity. This resulted in the finding that rebound disease activity may occur in Natalizumab-
treated MS patients once treatment is suspended, although this may be driven by the group of 
subjects with short treatment duration. Although an explanation for this rebound phenomenon 
is currently lacking, the finding of partial immunosuppression giving rise to extra disease activity 
was previously observed in rats with experimental allergic encephalomyelitis being treated with 
low-dose cyclosporine A (1). After treatment continuation in the study cohort of chapter 1, disease 
activity was again halted successfully. This study being performed in a small patient sample, the 
results need confirmation in a larger cohort before firm conclusions can be drawn. Importantly, 
the two short reports in chapter 1 illustrate how T2 lesion development is currently used as a 
surrogate marker for disease activity in MS.
An MRI marker more specific for acute inflammation is Gd-DTPA (2), which has its limitations as 
described in the introduction of this thesis (3-6). Gd-DTPA enhanced imaging does not disclose 
any information on the cellular component of the inflammatory response. Therefore, in chapter 2, 
the use of the USPIO nanoparticle SHU555C was explored as a novel MRI marker for inflammation 
in focal MS lesions. SHU555C-enhanced imaging showed more enhancing lesions than Gd-
DTPA. Spatial and temporal discrepancies between BBB-leakage as demonstrated by Gd-DTPA-
enhancement, and cellular infiltration as shown by USPIO-enhancement were demonstrated in our 
study and have also been reported previously using ferumoxtran-10 (7,8), another USPIO particle 
differing from SHU555C in size, plasma half-time and ionic charge. Although the exact mechanisms 
underlying USPIO-enhancement still need further clarification, especially the mechanism of 
transport over the BBB, and practical limitations hamper current clinical applications, chapter 2 
forms an important step in our understanding of focal inflammation.
In chapter 3, SHU555C was used to explore the diffuse inflammatory component of NAWM 
damage. NAWM inflammation, invisible on conventional MR images, has been reported 
previously in histopathology (9), introducing diffuse microglial activation as an important factor 
associated with progressive axonal injury in the NAWM and also with more extensive cortical 
demyelination. A previous study aiming to explore diffuse inflammation in vivo using Gd-DTPA 
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failed to demonstrate differences between patients and healthy controls (10). Chapter 3 of this 
thesis therefore represents the first report to demonstrate diffuse inflammation in vivo. 
Returning to focal lesions, in chapter 4, the hypothesis was raised that the location of focal lesions 
may be partly responsible for the moderate correlations between imaging results and clinical 
disability. Therefore, these correlations may be improved once lesion location would be taken 
into account (11,12). Using a GLM approach combined with non-parametric statistical mapping, 
disability was related to lesion distribution in chapter 4. In this study, periventricular lesion location 
showed to be most important in determining disability, confirming results of a previous report 
not taking total lesion load (LL) into account (13). Our study, that did include LL in the model, 
demonstrated that the interplay between lesion location and total lesion burden should not be 
underestimated. The effect of LL overshadowing relations between lesion location and symptoms 
has been reported previously (14,15), and fits with our data.
The same method of non-parametric statistical mapping was used in chapter 5: Hypothesizing 
that genetic background may influence immunological properties (16) expressed through spatial 
distribution of focal abnormalities (17), genotypes in 69 candidate genes were related to spatial 
lesion distribution in 208 MS patients. Our results, interpreted in the light of previous reports 
on heterozygosity in the MHC-region (18-21) suggested that heterozygous disadvantages in the 
MHC-region may play a role in determining lesion expression, but firm conclusions should only 
be made in more focussed studies.

Clinical implications and future recommendations

As stated in the introduction of this thesis, treatment strategies in MS are directed at inflammation, 
and treatment decisions strongly rely on imaging results. However, as correlations between clinical 
status and current (conventional) MRI markers for disease activity are at best moderate (11), clinical 
practice would benefit from new, more specific approaches in imaging inflammation. Another 
important reason to search for a broader set of imaging markers for inflammation is the fact that 
more treatment options are becoming available. In this time of expanding treatment possibilities, 
choices for individual patients have to be made while long-term efficacy results of newly available 
treatment schedules are lacking. The availability of alternative treatment options warrants methods 
to determine individual treatment efficacy. Currently, it is unclear what causes individual patients 
to respond differently to different medications. New MRI markers for disease activity may aid 
in determining responsiveness, and therefore, personalizing treatment decisions. Taken together, 
although still somewhat remote from clinical application, the four studies using USPIO (chapters 
2 and 3) and LPM (chapters 4 and 5) form a set of tools and hypotheses for future research on 
inflammation in -and beyond- focal lesions. As illustrated in chapter 1, counting newly developed 
T2 lesions within a certain interval is currently a clinically useful and widely accepted method to 
evaluate inflammatory disease activity in a certain time interval. However, as it is time-consuming 
and not sufficiently specific to inflammation, its limitations welcome new approaches. 
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The use of USPIO for imaging inflammation in focal lesions, as described in chapter 2, could 
be one of these approaches once its clinical correlations have been established. USPIO-enhanced 
MRI demonstrated aspects of inflammation different from Gd-DTPA in focal lesions, showing 
how different aspects of inflammation can be distinguished in vivo. As USPIO enhancement was 
associated with resolvement of T1-hypointense lesions, the contrast agent could hypothetically 
be used as an MRI marker for a beneficial aspect of inflammation, e.g. reparative capacity, as was 
recently proposed (22). Once visualised on MRI, this property of inflammatory activity may add 
to the information provided by Gd-DTPA in determining treatment efficacy, guiding individual 
patient management in this time of expanding treatment options. Outside of focal lesions, USPIO 
demonstrated diffuse inflammation in the NAWM (chapter 3). This diffuse inflammation may 
form the first step of the neurodegenerative processes causing irreversible axonal loss. New 
treatment mechanisms aimed at inhibiting neurodegeneration are currently being developed, 
but this inflammatory aspect of NAWM damage may imply potential susceptibility to treatment 
as well. Imaging of diffuse inflammation may further increase MRI specificity for subtyping of 
patterns of inflammation (23) in vivo, narrow down the clinicoradiological dissociation (24) in 
MS, and aid in personalizing treatment schedules for individual MS patients.
Overall, it can be concluded that USPIO-enhanced imaging is more sensitive than Gd-DTPA in 
imaging inflammation. The potential specificity of the iron-based contrast agent is reflected by the 
different patterns of enhancement of focal lesions, encompassing focal and ring-like enhancement, 
and iso-intensity of previously hypo-intense lesions. But before firm conclusions on specificity can 
be drawn, the pathophysiological mechanism behind USPIO-enhancement needs to be elucidated. 
One important remaining question around this issue concerns the exact mechanism of migration 
over the BBB: transport mechanisms not specifically related to macrophage infiltration, like leakage 
over a (partly) damaged BBB, need to be ruled out. To establish this, histopathological confirmation 
would be beneficial. This material being hard to obtain from MS patients, USPIO labelling biopsy 
studies in other conditions e.g. atherosclerosis (25) or vasculitis, where biopsies are routinely 
performed in clinical practice, may contribute, but the pathophysiological background may be 
too far removed from MS to extrapolate relevant conclusions on the disease mechanism. Biopsy 
studies of USPIO enhancement in cerebral glioma may yield more information, and a possible 
approach in validating diffuse cellular USPIO uptake (chapter 3) may be the use of the microglial 
PET marker PK11195 (26), a specific ligand for the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor. Increased 
binding of this marker is found on infiltrating blood-borne cells and activated microglia (27,28), 
making it potentially useful for validating USPIO as a marker for diffuse inflammation.
Another method providing insight in how USPIO specifically visualises cellular infiltration, and 
not just passive leakage over the BBB, was our unpublished experiment to study the differences in 
MRI signal behaviour between intra- and extracellular USPIO particles, using human monocytes. 
Vials containing USPIO-labelled monocytes (incubated for 6 hours in the presence of 1mg Fe/
ml SHU555C) and vials containing unlabelled monocytes mixed with a standard SHU555C 
concentration (25pg/cell) were prepared in a range of monocyte concentrations. T1-w and T2*-w 
images were collected using the same MRI protocol as applied to the patients in chapter 2. This 
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demonstrated distinct effects of USPIO concentration and compartmentalization on T1-w and 
T2*-w signal intensities: extracellular USPIO had a large effect on signal intensity both in T1-w 
and T2*-w images in a range of monocyte concentrations, whereas intracellular USPIO showed 
an initial increase in T1-w signal intensity, while in small concentrations of labelled monocytes no 
change was detected in T2*-w signal intensity. This T1 hyperintensity without T2* hypointensity 
observed for low concentrations of labelled cells most likely reflects the in vivo situation, as in the 
patients described in chapter 2, USPIO enhancement occurred as hyperintense enhancement on 
T1-w images without T2* signal changes. Concentration and cellular incorporation dependent 
effects have been described previously using other USPIO particles (29). 
Once clinical correlations and pathophysiological specificity of USPIO-enhancement have been 
established, practical limitations still hamper its clinical application. Importantly, SHU555C 
enhancement seemed to persist for months in rare cases in our study on focal enhancement 
(chapter 2). More effort needs to be put in exploring the cause and clinical implications of this 
prolonged presence of USPIO in the brain. Another severe limitation of USPIO use is the current 
unavailability of SHU555C as long as EU guidelines hamper its use outside experimental settings. 
Other USPIO compounds are available, but the results we found with SHU555C are not necessarily 
applicable to Ferumoxtran-10 or other compounds. Whereas previous studies using the USPIO 
particle Ferumoxtran-10 described T2*-w signal changes (7,30), and small discrepancies between 
USPIO- and Gd-DTPA enhancement (7), discrepancies were larger in our study and T2* effects 
were absent.
To conclude on the future clinical and scientific perspectives of chapters 2 and 3: USPIO-enhanced 
imaging offers a new and promising approach in imaging inflammation, improving sensitivity and 
specificity of currently available methods. Histopathological validation and clinical implications 
however need to be established before potential application to patient care.
The two chapters using Lesion Probability Mapping (LPM) (chapters 4 and 5) have a strong 
hypothesis-generating character and are in this respect even further remote from clinical practice 
than the previously discussed chapters. Nevertheless, these studies may bridge part of the 
clinicoradiological dissociation, proposing spatial lesion distribution as a clinically relevant aspect 
of disease expression.
The clinical LPM study (chapter 4) aimed to relate spatial lesion distribution to clinical 
measurements of disability and demographic variables. This demonstrated relations between 
periventricular lesion presence and intrinsically different measures of symptomatology. An 
important point of discussion around this result is that the periventricular regions of significant 
correlations can hardly be interpreted as specific for the different domains of disability. One 
explanation for this seemingly superior clinical eloquence of periventricular lesions may be 
that the corticospinal tract is mainly localised around the ventricles, making lesions in this area 
more likely to cause symptoms than lesions in any other area of the brain. But another possible 
explanation of our results should not be underestimated: inclusion of total lesion load (LL) in our 
model made all significant clusters disappear. Therefore, LL may have played an important role in 
determining the relationships between localised lesion probability and disability demonstrated 
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in chapter 4. This influence of LL has been reported previously not only in MS (14), but in WM 
lesions associated with Alzheimers’ disease and aging as well (31). With the statistical method we 
used, the real, clinically relevant influence of LL is not easily separated from the assumption that 
the higher the LL in an individual patient, the higher the voxelwise lesion probability in a given 
voxel in that patient, regardless of other disease characteristics. Therefore, the question whether 
the influence of LL we found is an important finding demonstrating the interplay between lesion 
burden and its location in determining disability, or a consequence of our method, is still open to 
discussion. Expanding knowledge in statistical mapping may aid in elucidating this issue, but in 
the meantime, LPM methods can be used to explore relations between localised lesion probability, 
and, for instance, local cortical atrophy (32), or focal cortical MS lesions, to create more insight 
into MS disease mechanisms. 
Another application of LPM was correlating lesion distribution to genetic background, as 
introduced in chapter 5. Genetic background may play a role in spatial lesion distribution through 
determination of immunological patterns of lesion formation, and the results of chapter 5 suggest 
that this may act through disadvantages of the heterozygous genotype in certain single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) on the HLA region. Currently, most genetic research in MS focuses on 
disease susceptibility, but the influence of DNA on clinical disease expression may be of even higher 
clinical significance: this raises the opportunity of determining prognosis for individual MS 
patients based on their genetic background. 
In chapter 5, the combination of the binary T2 lesion masks of 208 MS patients with their 
genotypes on 69 SNPs resulted in a subset of 4 SNPs possibly related to spatial lesion distribution. 
In all 4 SNPs, it was the heterozygous genotype that conferred to increased lesion probability in 
periventricular areas. This is supported by heterozygous disadvantages that have been described 
previously in other conditions (20,21). The hypothesis of certain heterozygous disadvantages in 
HLA genes being expressed in brain lesion distribution therefore deserves further exploration.
Taken together, the two LPM studies (chapters 4 and 5) introduced new methods and hypotheses 
to help understand relations between genotype, phenotype, and spatial lesion distribution. These 
methods may be applicable not only in MS, but in other conditions associated with focal WM 
abnormalities as well, e.g. Alzheimer’s disease, normal aging, and vascular WM hyperintensities. 
Furthermore, the cross-sectional approach of chapters 4 and 5 may be expanded to longitudinal 
studies of spatial lesion distribution.

In conclusion, this thesis aimed at imaging the pluriformity of inflammation in MS, exploring 
new imaging approaches at four different levels: from the fundamental influence of genetic 
background, through the cellular level of BBB damage in inflammation, to counting the number 
of focal lesions, and finally to the level of their spatial distribution related to clinical manifestation. 
Clinical implications and hypotheses for further research on all levels were discussed, in order 
to increase our knowledge and improve future clinical guidelines for prognosis and treatment 
evaluation in individual MS patients.  
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9HPT Nine-Hole Peg Test
BBB Blood-Brain Barrier
BTNL2 butyrophilin-like 2
BW Body Weight
CNS Central Nervous System
CSF Cerebrospinal Fluid
DMT Disease Modifying Treatment
EAE Experimental Allergic Encephalomyelitis
EDSS Expanded Disability Status Scale
FA Flip Angle
Gd-DTPA Gadolinium-Diethylene-Triamine Pentaacetic- Acid 
GLM General Linear Model
GM Grey Matter
HC Healthy Controls
HWE Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
IQR Inter Quartile Range
LL Lesion Load
MAF Minor Allele Frequency
MHC Major Histocompatibility Complex
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MS Multiple Sclerosis
ms millisecond
MSFC Multiple Sclerosis Functional Composite
NAWM Normal-Appearing White Matter
NEX Number of acquisitions
nm nanometre
PASAT Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test
PB Prussian blue
PBMC Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells
PD Proton Density
PNMT Phenylethanolamine N-Methyltransferase
PPMS Primary-Progressive MS
ROI Region Of Interest
ROS Reactive Oxygen Species
RRMS Relapsing-Remitting MS
SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
SPMS Secondary Progressive MS
T Tesla
T1-w T1-weighted
T2(*)-w T2(*)-weighted gradient echo
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Abbreviations

TE Echo Time
TR Repetition Time
TWT Timed Walk test
USPIO Ultra-small Superparamagnetic Particles of Iron Oxide
WM White Matter
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Multiple Sclerose (MS) is een chronische onstekingsziekte van het centraal zenuwstelsel, waarin 
demyeliniserende ontstekingshaarden rond de zenuwvezels in hersenen en ruggemerg zich uiten 
als focale neurologische uitvalsverschijnselen. De ziekte heeft een inflammatoire component, en 
een neurodegeneratieve component die gekenmerkt wordt door definitief weefselverlies. Omdat 
over de neurodegeneratieve component nog weinig bekend is, is behandeling gericht op de 
inflammatoire component. De ontstekingshaarden, ook wel “plaques” of “lesies” genoemd, zijn 
zichtbaar op MRI scans van de hersenen, maar daarop is het moeilijk onderscheid te maken tussen 
de verschillende mogelijke achtergronden van de lesies, zoals acute of chronische ontsteking, of 
oudere lesies met onherstelbare schade. Bovendien is het totale volume van alle lesies van 1 patient 
bij elkaar maar matig gerelateerd aan de invaliditeit van de patient. 
Om acute ontstekingshaarden in beeld te brengen, en zo een beeld te krijgen van ziekte-activiteit, 
wordt het MRI-contrastmiddel gadolinium (Gd-DTPA) gebruikt. Dit contrastmiddel brengt de 
lekkage over een beschadigde bloed-hersen-barriere optredend bij ontsteking in beeld, al is dit 
echter maar beperkt gerelateerd aan de klachten en de toekomstige invaliditeit van patienten. 
Het nieuwe contrastmiddel USPIO brengt mogelijk specifiekere aspecten van onsteking in beeld, 
doordat het opgenomen wordt door ontstekingscellen in de bloedbaan, door die cellen naar 
ontstoken gebieden getransporteerd wordt, en zo zichtbaar wordt op MRI-scans.
Buiten de focale lesies, brengt MRI ook andere aspecten van de ziekte in beeld: schade in de 
normaal-ogende witte stof in de hersenen, die niet met het blote oog te zien is, is wel te meten, met 
gespecialiseerde MRI-methoden. 
Omdat behandelingen voor MS met name gericht zijn op de ontstekingscomponent van de ziekte, 
en behandelingsbeslissingen in het algemeen worden gemaakt op basis van MRI-scans, zou de 
klinische praktijk baat hebben bij verbeteren van methoden om die onstekingscomponent in beeld 
te brengen, zowel in als buiten de focale lesies. Daarom had dit proefschrift tot doel, om met MRI 
methoden op zoek te gaan naar nieuwe patronen van onstekingsactiviteit bij MS. Hiervoor is het 
nieuwe contrastmiddel USPIO gebruikt om aankleuring van focale lesies en normaal-ogende witte 
stof te onderzoeken. Verder zijn er aanwijzingen dat we de relatie tussen de zichtbare lesies, en 
de invaliditeit van de patient duidelijker kunnen leggen als we rekening houden met de lokatie 
van de lesies en hun ruimtelijke verdeling. De genetische achtergrond van de patient zou ook 
een rol kunnen spelen in verschillende ruimtelijke patronen van ontstekingsactiviteit. Daarom is 
er met behulp van een techniek om de ruimtelijke verdeling van lesies te onderzoeken, gekeken 
naar de relatie hiervan met klinische uitvalsverschijnselen van de patient, en met diens genetische 
achtergrond.
Zo is er in dit proefschrift op 4 verschillende niveaus gekeken naar de verscheidenheid waarin 
ontsteking zich uit op MRI beelden: Van genetische achtergrond als meest fundamentele niveau, 
via (met USPIO) het microscopische niveau van cellulaire infiltratie diffuus in de normaal-ogende 
witte stof en in de macroscopische focale lesies, en uiteindelijk naar de ruimtelijke verdeling van die 
lesies, gerelateerd aan klinische uitvalsverschijnselen. Dit brengt verschillende onderzoeksvelden 
samen in de gebieden van klinische neurologie, radiologie, celbiologie en immunologie, en de 
fysica en informatica van beeldvorming.
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In hoofdstuk 1 werd het tellen van nieuw ontstane lesies binnen een tijdinterval gebruikt om 
inflammatoire ziekte-activiteit in dat tijdsinterval te bepalen. Hieruit bleek dat bij MS-patienten 
die behandeld worden met Natalizumab, de ziekte-activiteit in buitenproportionele mate terug 
kan keren wanneer het gebruik van het medicijn gestaakt wordt. Dit kwam echter vooral voor bij 
mensen die het middel maar kort hadden gebruikt, en de ziekteactiviteit verdween weer wanneer 
het medicijn werd herstart. Dit hoofstuk introduceert de mogelijkheid van een rebound-effect bij 
het gebruik van Natalizumab, en illustreert hoe het tellen van nieuw ontstane lesies een gangbare 
methode is om ziekte-activiteit te evalueren.
Gadolinium is een specifieker manier om onstekingsactiviteit in beeld te brengen, maar 
mogelijk voegt USPIO als contrastmiddel nog informatie daaraan toe. De ijzeroxide deeltjes in 
dit contrastmiddel worden opgenomen door witte bloedlichaampjes en zo naar gebieden met 
onstekingsactiviteit gebracht, waar MRI ze kan afbeelden. Daarom is in hoofdstuk 2 USPIO-
aankleuring in focale lesies vergeleken met gadolinium-aankleuring. Hierbij liet USPIO meer 
aankleurende lesies zien dan gadolinium, het is echter nog onbekend in hoeverre USPIO-
aankleuring werkelijk onstaat door perifere labelling van ontstekingscellen in de bloedbaan. 
Hoofdstuk 3 was gericht op USPIO-aankleuring in de normaal-ogende witte stof. Uit 
histopathologisch onderzoek is gebleken dat de schade in de normaal-ogende witte stof niet alleen 
op onherstelbaar weefselverlies berust, maar dat er ook ontstekings-component een rol speelt. 
Omdat deze onstekingscomponent mogelijk behandelbaar is, zou het nuttig zijn deze in beeld 
te kunnen brengen. In deze studie werd bij MS patienten USPIO-aankleuring in de normaal-
ogende witte stof aangetoond, die niet te vinden was bij gezonde proefpersonen. Dit wijst op 
ontstekingsactiviteit in de normaal-ogende witte stof, en de mogelijkheid om dit met USPIO aan 
te tonen.
Vanuit de normaal-ogende witte stof keert hoofdstuk 4 weer terug naar de focale lesies. Zoals 
eerder besproken, is het totale lesievolume van een patient maar matig gerelateerd aan diens 
invaliditeit. Dit zou kunnen liggen aan het feit, dat de lokatie van een lesie in de hersenen bepaalt 
wat voor neurologische verschijnselen de patient heeft. Daarom was hoofdstuk 4 erop gericht 
relaties te vinden tussen ruimtelijke verdeling van lesies in het brein, en invaliditeit. Door dit per 
voxel te analyseren, bleek dat lesies rond de hersenventrikels het meest geassocieerd waren met de 
ernst van invaliditeit op verschillende meetschalen. Dezelfde voxelgewijze analysemethoden zijn 
in hoofdstuk 5 toegepast om mogelijke relaties te onderzoeken tussen erfelijke eigenschappen 
en ruimtelijke verdeling van MS-lesies. DNA-eigenschappen zouden bepalend kunnen zijn 
voor verschillen in immunologische werkingsmechanismen die weer leiden tot verschillen 
tussen patienten in ruimtelijke verdeling van lesies. In dit hoofdstuk worden enkele genetische 
kenmerken geidentificeerd die verband lijken te houden met verhoogde kans op lesies rond de 
hersenventrikels.

De in dit proefschrift besproken nieuwe MRI-methoden om verscheidenheid van onstekingsactiviteit 
bij MS patienten aan te tonen zouden op den duur gebruikt kunnen worden om de prognose van 
de individuele patient te bepalen, en het effect van therapie te evalueren, iets dat steeds belangrijker 
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wordt naarmate meer verschillende therapieen beschikbaar komen. De voxelgewijze technieken 
beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 en 5 kunnen ook toegepast worden in andere aandoeningen die gepaard 
gaan met focale wittestofafwijkingen in de hersenen.

Het doel van dit proefschrift was het in beeld brengen van verscheidenheid van ontstekingspatronen 
in MS, met behulp van MRI, op vier verschillende niveaus: van het fundamentele DNA-niveau, via 
het celniveau waar gekeken is naar cellulaire infiltratie, naar de zichtbare plaques, hun ruimtelijke 
verdeling binnen de hersenen, en de relatie daarvan met de invaliditeit van de patient. Klinische 
toepassingen hiervan, en hypothesen voor toekomstig onderzoek zijn besproken op elk van de 
niveaus, om kennis te vergroten, en op den duur bij te dragen aan klinische richtlijnen om de 
prognose en optimale therapiekeuze voor MS patienten beter in beeld te krijgen. 
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Hoewel sommige elementen van dit proefschrift, zoals de vormgeving van de kaft, geheel door 
mijzelf zijn bepaald, is de inhoud ervan het resultaat van teamwork. In dit dankwoord wil ik 
graag de mensen noemen en bedanken die dit mogelijk hebben gemaakt, degenen met wie ik heb 
gewerkt, en hen die anderszins mijn onderzoeksperiode tot een waardevolle tijd hebben gemaakt, 
wat minstens zo belangrijk is.

Ten eerste mijn promotoren en copromotoren: Prof.dr. Chris Polman, Prof.dr. Frederik Barkhof, 
dr. Jeroen Geurts, en dr. Hugo Vrenken, die ook als co-auteurs hun unieke stempel op de artikelen 
in dit proefschrift hebben gezet:
Chris, dank dat je me hebt aangenomen om onderzoek te doen bij het MS-centrum. Ik heb veel 
van je geleerd, niet alleen op onderzoeksgebied, maar ook over het dokter-zijn. Je betrouwbaarheid 
als onderzoeker en supervisor heeft indruk op me gemaakt. 
Frederik, dank voor de gelegenheid MRI-onderzoek te doen in jouw onderzoeksgroep. De 
productieve en betrokken manier waarop jij leiding geeft is inspirerend.
Jeroen, alles wat ik leuk vind aan wetenschappelijk onderzoek, vind ik leuk dankzij jou. Jij hebt me 
bovendien alles geleerd, en je bent de beste begeleider die ik me kan voorstellen.
Hugo, onder jouw begeleiding heb ik werk verzet waartoe ik mezelf niet in staat achtte. Deze 
bijzonder waardevolle maar soms ondankbare kwaliteit van een begeleider van promovendi heb je 
met verve uitgevoerd, al heb ik het je niet altijd makkelijk gemaakt. Dank.  

Prof.dr. J.J. Heimans, beste Jan, dank voor de gelegenheid die je me biedt om opgeleid te worden 
tot neuroloog in het VUMC. Aanvankelijk ben ik het promotietraject hierom begonnen, in de 
tussentijd ben ik ook om andere redenen enthousiast geraakt over de wetenschap. Dank, ook, voor 
het plaatsnemen in de leescommissie. 

Naast prof.dr. J.J. Heimans wil ik ook graag prof.dr.ir J.H.C. Reiber, prof.dr. P.M. Luijten, dr. J.F. 
Meilof, prof.dr. P. van der Valk, prof.dr. J. A. Castelijns, en dr. H.E. de Vries bedanken voor de 
bereidheid plaats te nemen in de leescommissie van dit proefschrift.

Alle co-auteurs wil ik bedanken voor de unieke bijdrage die zij hebben geleverd aan de artikelen 
in dit proefschrift: 
Jeroen, van jou heb ik dus leren schrijven, dank voor de schijnbaar oneindige tijd en energie die 
je in onze artikelen hebt geinvesteerd. De dubbele spaties in dit proefschrift draag ik aan jou op. 
Hugo, van jou heb ik leren onderzoeken zoals het een beta betaamt, dank voor je kritische blik. 
Chris, jouw input werkte altijd verhelderend bij schrijfproblemen. Bernard, je betrokkenheid bij 
de statistiek was essentieel en leerzaam, en meerdere malen was je een redder in nood bij revisies. 
Frederik, jouw laatste opmerkingen leidden vaak tot de kracht van het artikel. Raoul, Elga, jullie 
aandeel heeft een belangrijke plaats in mijn proefschrift gekregen, al hebben we het helaas niet 
allemaal mogen publiceren, maar Susanne, alle bloedbuisjes die je hebt opgehaald waren zeker 
niet voor niets! Petra, dank voor de kwalitatieve begeleiding bij kwantitatieve MRI. Jonas, 
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Alexandra, Mike, Hanneke, dank voor jullie bereidheid en betrouwbaarheid bij het scoren van 
scans. Madeleine, als het aan de samenwerking met jou ligt komt die laatste publicatie er wel…
Egill, mange tak for reflecting on the lesion probability maps. Ton Schweigmann, Ingrid Sluimer, 
Marlieke de Vos, Carsten Lukas en Dirk Knol, jullie waren geen officiele co-auteurs, maar ik wil 
jullie in dit rijtje wel graag danken voor jullie beschikbaarheid en flexibiliteit, en de belangrijke 
bijdragen die jullie hebben geleverd.

Ook dank ik de MS-patienten en gezonde controlepersonen die dapper en onbaatzuchtig hebben 
meegewerkt aan de twee USPIO-studies.

Dan de mensen met wie ik het meeste tijd heb doorgebracht de laatste jaren: Mede-MS-onderzoekers 
en kamergenoten Jack, Bas, Jolijn, Jessica, Femke, Laura, Madeleine, Alexandra en Libertje en mijn 
laatste kelderkamergenoten Mike en Rehana. Dank voor alle gezelligheid, en jullie betrokkenheid, 
bij wat dan ook, waar het ook om ging. Ook buiten de werkkamers waren er velen die hebben 
bijgedragen aan het werkplezier: onderzoekers, statuszoekers en andere koffiekamersbezoekers uit 
aquaria, control-centers, bunkers en andere typekamers, kopieerhokken en opslagruimten die de 
poli rijk is: Wouter, Diederick, Alida, Stefan, Nelleke, Femke, Ingeborg, Laura, Mirthe, Sophie, 
David, Salka, Esther, Ellemarije, Annelies, Wiesje, Els, Sanne, Sjoukje, Jasper, Willem, Ysbrand, 
Sietske, Tijmen, Wolter, Arjan, Ivo, Bastiaan, Ingrid, Hanneke, Danielle, Maartje, Niek, de CTU 
met Merel, Danielle, en Hoda, MS-neurologen dr. Brechtje Jelles, dr. Bob van Oosten en dr. 
Joep Killestein, verpleegkundigen Ina, Marijke, Saskia en Kim, polikliniekmedewerkers Marian, 
Herma, Karin, Anita, Brenda, Carolien, Salah, en Marion. Bibliothecaresse Els van Deventer, en 
secretaresse Regina Wijhenke, dank voor jullie flexibiliteit, evenals MRI laboranten Ton, Jose, 
Karin, en Karin, voor al het scannen in flexibele werktijden. 

Buiten het werk zijn er ook mensen die ik dankbaar ben voor de grote toewijding waarmee zij 
betrokken waren bij de voortgang van het werk, in goede en soms moeizamer tijden: Jolette, 
Renske, Ynske, Nynke, het illustere vrijdagavond-viertal, er is inderdaad helemaal niks mis met 
hard werken, er is toch altijd wel tijd voor een borrel! Verder dank ik Atalja voor de warme 
belangstelling en etentjes, Tjada voor de doordeweekse borrels, en Christien voor de relativerende 
kijk, ik hoop jullie vanaf dit schrijven weer veel vaker te zien. 
Mijn twee toffe broers Tiedo en Daniel, jullie verdienen een plek in dit dankwoord vanwege je 
enthousiasme en belangstelling, en omdat jullie zijn wie jullie zijn, toffe broers.

Mijn paranimfen Alida Gouw en Jolette Wiersema wil ik apart noemen. Alida, jij was erbij toen 
ik begon met mijn eerste baan in het Slotervaartziekenhuis, daarna zijn we allebei onderzoeker 
geworden bij de neurologie, met verschillende, maar ook veel gemeenschappelijke uitdagingen 
in het vak. Nu beginnen we samen aan de opleiding tot neuroloog, en ik vind het heel leuk jou in 
het werk, en tijdens de verdediging van dit proefschrift, aan mijn zijde te hebben. Jolette, je bent 
voor mij een waardevolle vriendin, soms met grotere toewijding dan ikzelf was je betrokken bij de 
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voortgang van mijn onderzoek, en dat door dik en dun, een enthousiaster paranimf bestaat denk 
ik niet, dank!

Ten slotte dank ik mijn ouders, Pier en Jans Vellinga. Dank voor alle vrijheid, alle steun, en de 
geweldige plek om uit te rusten in een hangmat onder de appelbomen. Papa, van jou heb ik geleerd 
dat als je iets doet, je het ook gewoon goed moet doen. Zonder jouw invloed was ik nooit begonnen 
aan promotie-onderzoek, en als ik even iets minder gemotiveerd was besloot ik om het dan maar 
voor jou te doen. Mama, jouw meer praktische, dan praktiserende feminisme en je reflectie op de 
wereld zijn heel waardevol voor me geweest en zullen dat blijven, ik lijk op jou en daarom is dit 
boekje af, dank!
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